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Purpose am ScoP! 
The purpose of this study is to determine if' it is poseible to 
detect buried Precambrian igneous hills in Wayne CoWlty and the lar~er 
part of Reynol.ds County in southeast Missouri by the use of' aerial. 
photo drainage pattern ~sis. 
The St. Francis M:>untai.ns are located in southeast Missouri. They 
form a part of the Precambrian basement comp1ex., and have been axposed 
at the surface by the erosion of' the lower Pa1eozoic sediments which 
covered them. Some o:r the hills which make up the St. Francis Motmtains 
are exposed to a great degree., while others still have their greater 
bulk concealed by the sediments. It wou1d be expected that there are 
hills still compl.etely buried under the sediments. To detect thoee 
buried hills in the above stated manner., Wayne and Reynol.ds counties 
(PJ.ate IA) are chosen because they lie just south am southwest o:r 
the St. Francis M::>untains arxl are expected to include buried basement 
topographic highs. 
Detection of basement structural. highs is generally of economic 
val.ue since ore deposits (Ohl.e and Brown., editors., 1954) and petroleum 
are often associated wdth such features. 
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PLATE I 
A. MAP OF MISSOURI SHOWING LOCATION OF 
. STUDY AREA 
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Review or Literature 
Review o:r literature failed to reveal. ~ published information 
concerning detection of buried basement highs by surface drainage 
an.alysis from aerial photos. This lack o:f published information cannot 
be attributed to the newness or this idea in the field o:f geology. It 
is almost certain that oil and mining companies are using drainage 
pattern analysis to detect topographic highs or the basement compl.ex. 
A nUJftber of articles on photogeology (Rea. 1941; De Blieux. 1949• 
1951; Tator. 1954) diacuss detection of salt domes by drainage anom-
alies in the Gul.f Coast region. The main themes of these articl.es 
do not concern buried igneous hill•• but their discussions involve 
the same principl.es followed in this report. 
other artic1es (Dake and Brown, 1925. PP• JJO. l31. l33j ~ Bernitz. 
19.32) discuss drainage patterns £rom the geoJOOrphological. point or view. 
The ideas expressed in these articles make up part ot the discussion 
under "Drainage Pattern Analyaia" in pages 16 to 41 o:f this report. 
4 
Present Work 
The major part of the work on this problem was carried on during 
the swmner and f'all of 1957. The aerial photos used an::i their irrlex 
zoosaice were prepared by Aero EXploration Company, of' Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
The index mosaics were grouped according to individual cowtties. A 
pocket 1ers-atereoscope and a mirror stereoscope with magnifying 
binocular attachment were employed for the aerial photo examination. 
An Aslrania Schmidt type, temperature-compensented, vertical component 
magnetometer, was used :for the field work. 
5 
GEOGRAPHY 
location and Size 
The thesis area is located in eoutheast Mi.uouri aouth of the St. 
Francis ¥.ountains (Plate IA)o Its 80Utherrnnost limit is about .30 mil.es 
north of the Arkansas-lti.saouri State line, and extrane eastern limit 
about 41 mi1es west of the IJfi.ssissippi River. 
\layne County inc1udes an area of 740 equare mil.es approximately. 
Its maximum dimensions are bounied by para1l.el.s .36o 56' and .3~ 1.9' 
north latitude, and meridians 90° C17' and 91° 47' west 1ongitude. 
Reynolds County bounds the westernmost edge of \"layne County. 
The northern portion o:r Reynolds County is not incl.uded in the thesis 
area. The .outhern part, which ia incl.uded in this report, is about 
52.3 aquare mil.es in area and is bounded at its maximum dimensions 
by parall.el.s 370 03' and .370 2:7' rorth latitude, and by meridians 900 
44' and 91° 13' west l.ongitude. It shoul.d be understood that when 
Reynol.ds County is mentioned in the rest o:r the thesis only its 
eouthern part is referred to and not the whol.e county. 
Plate l.B illustrates the l.5-minute series of u.s. Geol.ogical. Survey 
topographic maps that cover the thesis area. 
CuJ.ture (Plate II) 
The major towna in Wayne County are, Piedmont (1548)1., Williamsville 
l. Ntnnber a:fter the town's name refers to its population according to 
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(492), Greenville, county seat, (270), Leeper (250), and Patterson (12.3). 
Greenville has been moved since the wappapello Reservoir was bui1t in 
194].. It previou&cy- occupied the floodplain of" the St. Francis River 
along section line 12 and l3, T. 28 IJ., R. 5 E., as shown in the 
Greenville quadrangl.e topographic map. 1\ow it is l.ocated a1ong u.s. 
Highway 67, 1.8 mil.es north of ita previous l.ocation. 
The major "Lowns of Reynolds County are: Ellingto (777), Center-
ville, county seat, (250), Dunker (250), Black (130), and Lesterville, 
(11.6). Of these, only Ell.ineton is located within the thesis area. 
'l'he rest o:f the towns in the two counties have popul.a tiona l.ess 
than 100, and are regarded mainly as f'anning conununities. 
The maj or occupation of" the nati. ves is :farming, fo1l.owed by the 
l.umber industr.y and mining. Farms are al.Jnost universall.y located on 
the broad fioodpl.ai.ns of large etreams. The tree-covered ridges and 
upl.ands are the sources of the timber. Iron ore mining ie oot as 
economicall.y important an i11dustry as the lumbering, but is being 
carried out in a:>me parts of the two counties. 
Several. major highways cross the two counties, and are suppl.ernented 
by "bl.ack-top" and graded gravel.-surfaced county roads. The road con-
ditions as shown by the topographic maps have changed coneiderabzy. 
New county and gravel. roads have been constructed and roads shown 
as poor and unimproved on the topographic maps, have been improved 
to the level. of coW1ty roads. However, some roads that are represented 
on the map as good gravel. roads have been abandoned and are now 
inaccessible except witn a jeep or on foot. 
8 
or tremendous val.ue in establishing magnetic traverses were the 
timber trai1s which had been used to haul. cut timber over ridge tops 
and were abandoned a£ter they were no longer needed. Some of those 
trai1e are still in good condition~ but there are &1110 some which 
could scarcely be folJ.owed because of vegetation growth since their 
abandornnent. The best way to l.ocate these timber trai1s is to detect 
them on aerial. photos and pl.ot their courses on the corresponding topo-
graphic maps. 
Two reservoirs (Wapplpel.l.o and Clearwater) have been constructed 
within the boundaries of the t'WO counties by the u.s. Army Corps of 
Engineers for purposes of flood contro1~ Wappapello Reservoir was buil.t 
in 1941~ and is located in 110utheaat Wayne County. A dam across St. 
Francis River in the extreme southeast part of the county and just 
north of the But1er-W&yne County line contro1s floodwater from the 
St. Francis River system north of the dam. C1earwater Reservoir was 
bui1t in 1948~ and is l.ocated in the western part of Reynolds Co1mty. 
A dam across Black River along the Reynold&-Wayne County line contro1a 
the fl.oodvater of the Black River drainage system oorth of it. The 
t1«> re.ervoira al.so provide camping and .fishing facilities~ and thua 
serve as recreational areas for touri.ta. 
9 
PHYSIOGRAFHY 
Regional. S.ting and Topograph.T 
~e County is on the eouthern f'lank et the Ozark Dome. immediat~ 
~uth of' the St. Francia J.buntaina. In the northwat part of' the county 
granite and prophyry h:1.l.1a o~ the St. Franci• lbuntain• pn>vince riM 
above the inter-montane val1eya. The eouth-.t border of' 'Wayne County 
lie• within the lowlands which form a marginal. strip one to two mi1es 
vide within the county boundaries. The up1and between the granite hills 
on the north and the lovlarxis on the .auth is mature."q di-eted• and 
rugged. The average rel.ief' ot the up1and 1• eatimated at a:>O f'eet. 
Some wnal 1 areaa of' the upland con.:l.st of' .tlatwoode1 whil.e other parts 
consist of the vide f1oodp1ains of the master streams of' the St. Francis 
River system. 
R-.fnolda County (incl.uding the ~ of' the county north of' the 
theais area) lies near the crest or the Ozark Dome. It• northMst 
and eastern margins are inc~uded. in the St. Francia Jbuntain province. 
and po-ee a rugged topograpey. The nort.hwetrtern ~ extends into 
the Sa1-.n Plateau. The rest ot the county (thea:l.• area incl.uded) is 
mature:Qr dissected. of' rugged topography• and ia characterised by 
wide fioodplaina of the Black River am it• l.arge tributarie•• The 
genera1 alope of' the 8Urrace is aouthM.twrd. 
1 Large areas of' uncut. tree coTered u~ vhoH euentia1 charactel'-
i..tic ia a lack or detini.te channel.•• (Fenneman. N. M.. 1938. P• 63S'). 
lO 
Drainage (Plate III) 
All of Wayne County is 1ocated in the St. Francis River drainage 
basin except the I!IOUtheastern part which is drained by B1ack River, 
and a snall area in the northeast drained by Eear Creek, a tributary 
of Caster River. Both the St. Francis and B1ack Rivers including their 
tributaries have southeasterly courses. 
The Black River drainage system drains all o:f Reynolds County. 
The Black River :follows a southerly course al.ong the eastern margin 
o:f the county. The tributacy streams folJ.ow easterly to southeasterly 
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G!DLOGIC HISTORY 
The geologic history of the region para11el.• that of" the st. 
Franci• M:>untains and neighboring area•· It is discussed in detai1 
by Dake (1930) and Bridge (1930) in their report• on the Poto8i-Edgehill 
quadrang:les and Eninence-Cardareva quadrangl.e• respectively. Wayne and 
Reyn:>lds Counties are in such proximity to the above menti oned quadrangl.ee 
that IOOat of the events in the geologic history of thoae areas are coin-
cident or at least very intimately interrelated. A re8UDle of the past 
event• a• discussed by the above author• is pre•ented here. 
In Upper Cambrian time the aea advanced over the Precambrian rhyoll te 
porphyry which had been intruded by granites and cut by baa:l.c dikes. 
The Precambrian rocks at that time had been aubjected to a l.ong period 
or eroaion and had a relief of approximately 15D0-2000 feet in the St. 
Franci• M:>Wltain• and lhdnence areaa. The advance of the M& cau•ed 
depo8ition of the Lalootte .tormation. The bul.k of the Lamotte !'"ormation 
•eeme to have been transported from r.oote 80urces, al.though lo~ 
it is compoaed of partly r.worked arko8ic detrltua derived from the 
loca1 Precambrian lAndmass. Following the Latootte, dolomites of" the 
Bormeterre formation were depoaited. Next came the Davi• £ormation 
which is made up of interbedded limestone and ahal.e. Deposition or 
the Dane formation was followed by the dol.omites of" the Derby-Doerun 
formations. 
During the deposition of" the above beda the who1e area va• com-
pl.et~ .ubmerged except perhap• f"or a ff!M high igneou• pules project-
13 
ing above the water. The depculited bed• occupied the .ubmerged val.1eye 
and depressions between the igneous hills and overlApped against the 
hills. 
The deposition of the Derby-Doerun formations was interrupted 
by a period of uplift which brought the higher portion• of' the Ozarks 
above the water and subjected the newly :formed atrata to erosion. 
The area was submerged again to al.1ow the thick-bedded dolomites 
of' the Potosi :formation to be depoeited on the surface of the older 
eroded beda. The Potosi fonnation ,.. f'ol.lowed by the dolomites or 
the Eln:i.nence formation w.i. thout any aigni.ficant. interru.ptiona. De-
position of' the Eninence formation came to an end during a gradual 
upli.ft o.f the area which marked the dividing line between Cambrian and 
Ordovician periods. 
After an emergence of conaiderab~e duration the Ordovician aeas 
encroached over the eroded region depositing the dolomites of' the 
Gasconade :formation with the Gunter andatone member at its base. 
By the end o:f the Gaaconade deposition the high rel..ie.f of' the St. 
Francis lobuntain area and surrounding region was reduced to a gently 
undul.ating surface. The depoaited •ediments .filled the depression• 
between the Precambrian ~s and 11100othed out the irregularities 
cauaed by previous erosion. Only a :few o:f the highe.t Precambrian 
peaks were still uncovered when depoaition of the Gasconade came to 
an end as the resul.t of an upl.i.ft. After an emergence of abort duration 
the area was submerged again to be covered by alternating beda of' 
andatone and limestone of the Roubidoux formation. Next, there were 
two alight emergencea and aubmergence• causing deposition of' the 
dol.omites o:r the Jef£er80n City :formation and the .andstone• and 
l.ime•tonea o.ft the Cotter !'ormation respectively. 
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The depositional record after the Cotter ia very meager. The 
remainder of the Ordovician, Sil.urian, and Devonian periods is not 
represented; but this does not necesaarily mean the region vas a land-
mass during those times since adjacent areas record aeveral. marine 
invasions. 
At the beginning of the Mi:~us~aippian period the area o:r this 
report was a low J.andmass which was grad~ submerged reaching _ ita 
maximum submergence during the Osage epoch. Erosion fol.lowing upli:ft 
at the end o:r Osage time comp1etel.y atripped o:r:r the newly depoaited 
.Mi.asiasippian beds · except for a :few scattered patches o:r sil.ici:fied 
residual boulders. 
During earl.y Penn8Ylvanian time the area became a peneplained 
.ur:face ~ch suffered repeated submergence• and emergencea. A final. 
uplift in early Pennt~Ylvanian time brought the area above the aea, and 
to the best of' knowledge it haa never been re-submergedo 
The region has undergone continuous erosion since Pennsylvanian 
times. It has been peneplained during Tertiary times, possibly aa 
late as the P1iocene, and has undergone aevera1 uplifts since then. 
The Pleistocene glaciation which a:f:fected northern Miasouri did 
not reach as far 110uth ae the area o:r this study. 
At present the formations outcropping over 100at of the area o:r 
study are the Roubidoux~ Gasconade~ and Eninence :ronnations. The 
15 
Roubidoux .fonnation underlies the upland a, the f'latwood_:l, and caps 
moat o.f the ridge tops. Gasconade and Eminence .formations occup,y 
the hill alopes under the Roubidoux formation and make up the val.ley 
.f1oora. 
l. See footnote page 9 • 
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DRA.INAGI: PATTERN AJ!ALYSIS 
Method of' Stu.dy 
To study the drainage pattern of the thesis area as a whol.e~ and to 
get an ~dea of what seemed to be ita normal. appearance and what coul.d be 
regarded as anomalous~ the compl.ete drainage network of the t1110 oountiea 
was- traced from aerial. photo index mosaics. The tracing waa done on 
transparent matt plastic film. 
The main streams and their l.arge tributaries were fairly easy to 
trace. However~ the lower magnitude streams were dif'f'icul.t to trace 
in some parts of the index JOOsaic- for the following rea110ns: First~ 
their smal.1 ·size made them dif'f'icult to detect. Second~ where the 
tone o:f some photographs in the index mosaics was too dark the courses 
of the lower magnitude streams became obscure and dif'ficult to trace. 
Wherever such was the case, topographic maps were uaed aa an aid. 
llthough these maps are not suited for working out the net1«>rk of the 
l.ower magnitude streams~ they hel.Jed in confirming the direction c£ 
the drainage in a particular area. Third~ where the photographs in 
the mosaic were not well aligned it vaa dif'f'icul.t to trace the ooursea 
of' the streams from one photograph to the adjacent one. Deapite the 
great care and length o:f time taken to trace the l.ower ~tude 
streams properly, some areas proved to be extremely dif'f'icul.t :Cor 
such detail work and consequently a compJ.ete picture o:L the drainage 
pattern could not be. obtained from the index mou.ics in those places. 
For the reasons listed above repeated revision e-r the traced 
drainage seemed necessary. Therefore~ l.ead pencil waa used firet to 
1«>rk out the true relationship or the .-trum•• India ink ,... uMd 
afterward• .for retracing. Dotted lines and dashed lines were used 
to delineate the boundaries o:r river .f:Loodpl.a:i.ns and undissected 
uplands respectiv~ from the undissected•topograpqy. 
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Af'ter certain areas were picked as probab:Le for the occurrence 
o:f basement topographic high•~ their drainage liJ&S traced in detai1 
using individual. aerial etero-photoa as the base. The purpose o:f 
the second tracing was to detect very small. streams not discernabl.e 
on the index-mosaics. A c1ose study o.f the second tracing and the 
bedrock geology as interpreted from aerial. photoa detemined whether 
the sel.ected areas still 1ooked :favorabl.e. The study o£ bedrock 
geology as seen from aeria1 photos inc:Luded tracing o:f beds~ noting 
diff'erencea in aoil tone and in vegetation. 
Dra;tnage Anomalies as Criteria for Detecting Buried Hills 
In southeast MJ.seouri the major drainage systems .flow in a south-
easterly direction. These directions are :follo.-d by the Black River 
and St. Francis River systems. The fl.ow in this direction is a con-
•equence or the sur:face alopea due to Ozark Uplift in poat-Pennsyl.vanian 
times. However~ the .ur£ace a1ope• are of comparatively anal 1 magni-
tude~ and. therefore~ the general. drainage pattern in 80utheast Missouri 
ia o:r the dendritic type. 
In a :smel 1 area~ the courae• of an assembl.age of streams might be 
infiuenced by a aubsur.face basement high. Al.&IO thia particUlar smal 1 
area i• part of a much :Larger area whose general. drainage pattern is 
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dendritic. When viewed as part o~ the drainage pattern o£ the larger 
area, the assemblage o£ streams o£ the small area l«>u1d show dendritic 
pattern. When looked upon in such a manner, the in£1uence o~ the 
subsur.face basement high would be very di~.ficu1t to detect and is not 
readily apparent. 
However, i.f the assemblage o£ the streams in the small area was 
isolated .from the rest o.f the drainage system, and the courses o.f 
the individual st:Nams within the assemblage were analyzed in relation 
to each other, certain patterns could be :found which wou1d be hard to 
detect otherwise. These certain pat terns have been re£erred to in 
this report as drainage anomalies. 
Drainage anomalies which suggest buried structural highs are 
expected to show patterns o~ the radial and annular type. In the 
radial pattern, streams .flow away from a conunon center to a11 directions, 
and in the annular type the streams £or.m a ringlike pattern. Ideally, 
the radial pattern would occur over the area where the buried hill is 
located, having the conunon center o.f the radiating streams over the 
swmnit o.f the hill, whereas the annular pattern would be corcentric 
about the buried hill. 
Figure 1, shows a hypothetical e.xample o£ radial. and annular 
drainage patterns over a structural high. 
In nature an ideal case as shown below is infrequent. The drainage 
anomalies ~ not be su£ficiently developed to attract immediate attention. 
The vague tendencies o.f some streams to reveal radial and annular patterns 
may raise much doubt and ambiguity as to whether a subsur£ace structural. 
Figure 1 - Hypothetical. radial and annular drainage patterns. 
high is the cause. In other 1110rds the drainage anoma1ies range f'rom 
well devel.oped patterns to those about which it is very diff'icu1t to 
make any judgE!IDent. There are no certain 1aws to f'ollow or quantitative 
measurements to make in detecting f'avorab1e areas. The basis of' the 
judg.ment here is aolel.y qualitative and 8Ubjective. 
Bernitz (1932. pp. 508-509) makes a p:>int of' sign:i.ricance regarding 
the 8Ubject discueaed here. She states that annular pattern is an 
"• •• illustration of' the increasing inf'1uence of' structure over 
a1ope as drainage approaches maturity. Slope al.one contro1s the 
initial courses of' streams; structure and el.ope. the adjusted 
courses or maturity." 
It seema likely then, that areas most £avorab1e f'or detection of' 
anonal.ous drainage are those llhose drainage has reached the stage of' 
maturity. In its youngfUJ. age, drainage would show the ef'£ect of' the 
underlying igneous hill by a r.Ua1 pattern which is the consequence 
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of' the slope. As the area progresses toward maturity~ the increasing 
influence of' the buried hill on the surface drainage will bring the 
annular pattern into the picture. 
It can be concluded that in a region o:f mature drainage~ areas 
exhibiting both radial and annular patterns are more probable sites 
:for buried igneous hills than those which show only radial or annular 
pattern. However, the above restriction should not eliminate completely 
the consideration o:f areas showing only one type of' drainage anomaly. 
Causes of' Drainage Anomalies 
Under the discussion of the geologic histor,y of the area or this 
report it was mentioned that this region underwent several osciD.ations 
of level :from Cambrian to Pennsylvanian times which caused the sea to 
cover it repeatedly. These repeated submergences caused the Precambrian 
igneous hilly areas to be covered by a series of' :formations which were 
eroded slightly during the short emergences. The deposited beds over-
lapped the igneous hill slopes and incorporated at their bases the 
disint~grated detritus of the hil1s. Beds of' the same time horizons 
~re deposited at higher elevation along the flanYs of the igneous 
hills than at some distance away :from the hills. As a result o:f this 
dif:ference i elevation the deposited sediments possessed initial 
dips around the periphery o:f the igneous hills. 
The successive younger :formations overlapped the hill :flanks 
covering higher and higher parts of the hill slopes until the hills 
were completely buried. The impression o:f the underlying igneous struc-
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turea. holiMVer. persisted in the f"orm of" dome• in the oTerlyi.ng sediments. 
Dif"f"erentia1 compaction also aided in mald.ng the domes more prono1mced. 
The higher hills still indicated the domed structure at the end of" the 
sedimentary history whereas the lower billa were unab1e to do so. With 
sedimentation coming .tinal.l.y to an end, streams began dissecting the 
land. They were he1ped in their ef':forts by at l.east t110 upl.if'ts. The 
dips o:f the Pa:Leozoic f'ormationa around the igneous hills as observed 
at present are there:fore largely the resul.t of initial dips. 
other causes have been advanced by dif'f'erent workers to explain 
the observed dips aroWld the igneous hills. These causes, inc1udi.ng 
initial. dips, are listed bel.ov. 
l. - Igneous intrustion a£ter lithi:fication o.r se~ents. 
2 - Crustal de.tormation. 
3 - Ieostatic adjustment. 
4 - Dif'.terential compaction of" sediments. 
5 - Increase o.r dip resul.ting f'rom remova1 or sol.ub1e beds. 
6 - Ini.tia1 dips. 
Dake and Bridge in a special. articl.e (1929) and Bridge in his 
report on the geology or Emi.nence-CardareTa quadrangles (1930; PP• 151-168) 
diacusa the above listed causes and prove the f"i!Wt three aa compl.etely 
out of" queation; vhil.e the next t1110 are responsibl.e on a Tery minor 
aca:Le. the last cause, that ia initial di.pa, was concl.uded. to be the 
outstanding f'aetor .ror the l.ocal. dippi~ o.r atrata around the Brecambrian 
igneous hills. 
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Bernitz (1932, pp. 507-508) states, "During the initial 
stage of' dissection or a dome .mountain, the streams are conse-
quent in origin and radial i.n pa+,tern. As erosion advances 
nonresistant layers are exposed along which subsequent tributar-
ies develop. As these grow in length they reach successive ori-
inal consequent streams that extend radially down the slopes. 
B,y capturing the upper portions of' these they increase their 
own volume and reduce that of' the consequent streams. The more 
fortur~te subsequent streams will, furthermore, increa.e their 
length at the expense of the less f"ortunate subsequents as they 
extend thei r valleys headward in the ~ rock which encircles 
the dome. Holding their own, in this struggle for survival, 
will be a few consequent master streams that have dug channels 
deeper than those of the piratical subsequents. Thus, there 
results a series o£ subsequent streams which tend to assume a 
circular or annular pattern and a few tru.l'Jk streams which are 
consequent in oricin and radial in pattern. 11 
If these statements of" Bernitz, and those on page 19 are applied 
to the thesis area, the initial radial. drainage pattern would be the 
reault of erosion o:f tne domed sediments above the buried igneous hills. 
With advanced erosion a subsequent annular pattern would begin to show 
as the courses o.f the streams are deflected downdip on resistant sedi-
mentary formations. 
Drainage Pattern of the Igneous Area in Eminence-Cardareva Quadra,neles 
The wri~or thoueht it would be appropriate ~o st~dy t he draina~e 
pattern of' an area where basement highs are known to exist before any 
attempt was made to select anomalous drainage patterns within the 
thesis area. Such a study 'WOuld supplement what has already been dis-
cussed about the behavior of drainage patterns over and around buried 
basement highs. Also, this study would aid in the evaluation of the 
selected anomalous drair.age patterns in the thesis area. 
























































































































































































































or the igneous area or »ninence-Cardareva quadrangles. A1so shown are 
most or the exposed igneous hills w.i.thin the traced area. Examination 
or this tracing reveals the absence or any radial drainage pattern 
over the Precambrian hills. Annu1ar drainage patterns around the ig-
neous hills are frequently developed. But these annular patterns are 
not symmetrical and are not so neatly and well devel.oped as to make 
them stand out among the drainage pattern or the area as a whole. 
However it seems obvious that some or the stream courses in the 
immediate neighborhood or the igneous hills are directly inf'1uenced 
by their presence. For ~e in plate IV the streams numbered 1 1 
2, .3, 4, and 5, run in courses perfectly paral1e1 to the adjacent 
igneous knobs. Also, streams 6 and 7 give the impression that they 
wou1d have continued in their original directions if' it was not for 
the resistant crystalline knobs which seem to have def'l.ected their 
courses by almost ni.Jla'Qr degrees. The 1arge arc, indicated by nwnber 
8, or Current River, gives the impression that the river is running 
parall.el. to the boundary or an igneous mass east or the river. The 
several small porphyry exposures to the east or Current River at this 
locality probably betray the presence or a large crystalline mass con-
cealed by the sedUnents. 
It seems clear then that well developed radial and annu1ar patterns 
are absent from the area. The discrepancy between the expected and 
actual behavior or the drainage pattern in the neighborhood or the 
igneous knobs can probably be explained as :follows. The radial. and 
annu1ar drainage patterns are not developed as expected in the neighbor-
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hood of the cr.ystalline knobs ~ch are exposed to a large degree be-
cause the weaker sedimentary rocks overlapping those knobs have been 
eroded away. The anomal.ous drainage patterns are developed within 
the weaker sedimentary rocks that conceal the igneous knobs. Once 
these sediments that cover the igneous knobs are eroded away the 
anomalous drainage pattern over the knobs and to a l.a.rge extent 
around them is destroyed. There still might be streams al.ong the 
slopes of an igneous hill leading away .from it in a radial. fashion. 
But because of the high resistance to erosion of the igneous hills, 
these streams are not developed well enough to be noticed on the index 
mosaic. 
To complete the investigation, the writer made a second tracing 
from individual aerial photos of the drainage pattern around some o:f 
the igneous knobs. The second tracing might bring out detail in the 
drainage pattern that could not be resolved in the :first tracing from 
the index mosaic. 
Plate V, shows a second tracing .from individual. aerial photos o.f 
three porphyry knobs. Knobs A and B are located in Si sec. 29, sec. 
32, T. 29 N., R. 2 W. and ~ sec. 33, ~ sec. 32, T. 29 N., R. 2 W. 
respectively. Knob C occupies most o.f sec. 5, T. 28 N., R. 2 W. 
The striking absence of any drainage channels in the areas of the 
hills is notable. The first order streams that are developed on the 
steep slopes of the hills such as those indicated by 1 and 2 are 
difficult to detect and cast a doubt as to their presence. The 
assemblages of the streams marked by 3, 4, and 5 are developed primarily 
in the softer sediments overlapping the igneous hil.ls. AB these 
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sediments erode away~ the igneous mass underneath will appear and the 
drainage pattern o:r the stream assemblages shown by .3~ 4~ and 5 will 
be destroyed. The hills A, B~ and C will become one area cut by 
stream 7 ~ witJl a f'ew streams hardly detectabl.e on aerial. photos l.eading 
away f'rom it. Such an area is indicated by 1 on plate V. 
Another thing to notice in plate V is the well devel.oped annular 
pattern exhibited by streams 7 and 8. This annularity could not be 
detected in the general. tracing from the index mosaic~ but the second 
tracing from individual photos brings out this detail.. Al.so to be 
noticed is the well devel.oped ha1f' circu1ar course of stream 6. It 
seems cl.ear that the course of the streams 6, 7 ~ and 8 are inf1uenced 
by the propQyr,y hill.s near them. 
Now i:r we think o:r hills A~ B~ and C as still buried under the 
sediments~ we l«'u1d expect radial. and annular drainage patterns to 
deve1op in those sediments just l.ike the drainage patterns of the 
streams .3~ 4~ and 5. If' such were the case then the areas occupied 
by these three hills woul.d exhibit the expected drainage pattern in 
areas of buried basement highs. 
As actual. exampl.es of almost buried basement highs consider the 
drainage patterns devel.oped around the porphyry masses 9 and 10 (Plate 
IV). These drainage patterns are good exampl.es of' anomal.ous drainage 
patterns which are to be expected over buried basement highs. The fact 
that a sma1 1 porphyritic exposure is present in both areas makes it 
completely sure the anoma1ous drainage is due to the buried basement 
high. But even if the porphyry exposures still had been conceal.ed by 
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the sediments, the writer 110ul.d certainly have marked the drainage 
patterns of area 9 and 10 as possible indications for buried basement 
highs. Plate VI is a detailed tracing from individual. photos of the 
developed drainage pattern around the prophyry exposure 9. Note the 
well developed radial and annular patterns shown in the detailed tracing. 
Examination of the geologic map of the Eninence-Cardareva quadrangles 
reveal.s dipping sediments in a radial. pattern in the area of the igneous 
exposures 9 and 10. Exposure 9 is located at NW! sec. 15, T. 29 N., 
R. 4 W., and exposure 10 at NKk sec. 3, T. 28 N., R • .3 W. It s al.so 
seen that the dips are confined to the areas of the anomalous drainage 
patterns. 
The question may be raised why other areas such as those shown 
by ll and l2 in pl.ate IV, which have basement highs almost concealed 
by the sediments, do not show typical. anomal.ous drainage patterns as 
in areas 9 and 10? Part of the answer lies in the fact that the 
mosaic tracing of the drainage pattern of the igneous area of ]lninence-
Cardareva quadrangles is subject to the same limitations and diffi-
cuJ.ties encountered in tracing the drainage patterns of Wayne County 
and Reynolds County. Those limitations and difficulties were dis-
cussed on page 16 • But the main reason why well devel.oped anoma1ous 
drainage patterns are not the case over most ot the igneous hills 
which are alm:>st completely buried under the sediments is because the 
crystalline knobs have irregular shapes and outlines which do not 
perndt the ideal. anomalous drainage patterns to devel.op. This f'act 
can be brought to attention by examination of the shapes of the ex-
29 
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posed crystalline hills in both the Eninence-Cardareva and Potosi-
Fdgehill quadrangles. M:>st of the hills seem to possess elongate 
and irregular outlines and only a few exhibit conical. .forms. 
For purposes o.r comparison, the porphyritic irregular masses of 
which Thorey- J.i>untain and Stegal.l. J.i>'Wltain are parts can be contrasted 
with that of the conically shaped hill in the corner of sections 13, 
l4~ 2.3~ and 28~ T. 29 N.~ R. 4 W.~ in the Eninence-Cardareva quadrangl.es. 
It is expected that the drainage patterns which devel.oped w:lthin the 
sediments concealing the above mentioned irregular~ ahaped mountains 
would not have sho1m weJJ. developed anomal.ous p.tterns. The drainage 
}:8tterns had to confo:nn to the infl.uence o:t the irregul.ar shape of the 
resistant basement rocks buried beneath them. Consequent~ anomalous 
drainage patterns may not have developed in a manner such as to 
suggest i.mmediate:cy- to the observer the possibility of buried basement 
highs. 
Anoma1ous iatterns in Thesis Area 
After comp].eting the atudy o.r the drainage pattern o.r the Eninence-
C&rdareva igneous area the writer proceeded to ae1ect anoma1ous drainage 
patterns within the thesis area. Twenty f'our anomalous patterns were 
eel.ected on the first mosaic tracings or Reynolds and Wayne Counties. 
Any area which showed the slightest tendencies for radial. and/or 
annular patterns was indicated :tor consideration. These areas are 
discussed in Appendix I~ and are shown by 1etters on Beyno1ds County 
and Wayne County mosaic tracings~ Pl.ates XIII and XIV respectiv~. 
Af'ter alJ. the areas that appeared anoma1ous were indicated~ a c1oae 
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study o£ them was made to select from among them those which exhibited 
a more anomalous drainage pattern. Nine such areas were thought to 
be worth further investigation. Of these 9 areas, 5 were selected 
£or £ie1d check. These 5 areas are discussed below. Topographic 
maps were used along with the drainage tracings to help vi. sual.ize the 
stage o£ dissection o£ the indicated areas. Discussion of the detailed 
tracings made for £urther study of selected areas are included in 
Appendix n. 
Area L {Reynolds County) Plate VII. 
Aerial photos: BMB 1-21 to 24, 2-32 to 34. 
Topographic map: Ellington quadrangle; sec. 25, SEk sec. 26, sees. 
35, 36, T. 28 N., R. 2 E. 
i sec. 30, sec. 31, T. 28 N., R. 3 E. sees. 1 and 2, T. 27 N., R. 2 E. sec. 6, T. 27 N., R. 3 E. 
Study o£ the detailed tracing reveals that further investigation 
might be fruitful:." The lower magnitude streams combine with the 
larger ones to produce well developed radial and annular patterns. It 
is true that not all. of the lower magnitude streams seem to be a part 
of the anomalous pattern. Ex:amples of such streams are those labeled 
1 and 2. However, those that are near the center of the area (number 
3) seem to radiate out in all. directions from a singl.e common center. 
Area L is the only one in the whole group of areas where rock 
outcrops supplemented the study of drainage pattern. The stereoscopic 
examination of the individual photos revealed two hills within the 
area whose shapes resembled close1y the porphyry knobs in Eninence-
Cardareva quadrangles. Those hills are located where numbers 3 and 4 
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appear on Plate VII. The hills have the form o:r tapered cones, rise 
higher than the surrounding terrain, and have steep slopes and domed 
peaks. It is worthwhile to compare this description with that of 
the igneous hills in Eminence-Cardareva quadrangles discussed on page 
52 • The great resemblance o:r the two hills in area L to the igneous 
knobs in the Eminence-Cardareva quadrangles suggests that they are 
of igneous nature. Field examination later proved they were :felsite 
porphyry. 
A third knob much less conspicuous than the two knobs discussed 
above was observed on the photos. It is indicated by number 5 on the 
detailed drainage map. The most significant thing about it is not 
its shape, but the dark tone it possesses compared to that o:r the 
surrounding hills. The tone contrast, vegetation density, and some-
what notable outline of the hill l.ed the author to suspect that it 
might al.so be o:f igneous nature. Later field examination confirmed 
the interpretation. 
Area A {Wayne County) Plate Vlli 
Aerial. photos: BMI 9-33 to 36, 10-19 to 21. 
Topographic map: Piedmont quadrangle; SE! sec. 33, Sl sec. 34, T. 28 
!l..! f R. 3 E. ~~ sec. 4, ~ sec. 3, T. 27 N., R. 3 E. 
The detailed tracing of area A displaYs a well defined radial 
pattern. The streams within the area seem to radiate in a1l. directions 
away from a connnon center. The annular pattern is much l.ess well defined 
among the l.ower magnitude streams than the radial. pattern. However, the 
amount that the two large boundary streams seem to contribute to the 
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synnnetry o:r the area is notabl.e. The resemblance of the drainage 
pattern of this area to that in Plate VI is striking. 
Area E (Wayne County) Pl.ate IX 
Aerial. photos: BMI 6-11. to 1..3, 6-49 & 50, 6-71. & 72. 
34 
Topographic map: Greenville quadrangl.e; sec. 18, N! sec. 1.9, -T. 28 N., R. 6 E. 
The detail.ed tracing o:r area E strengthens the ~pression of its 
anomalous drainage character. The radial pattern is quite well devel.oped 
and so is the annul.ar pattern. The notabl.e thing about this area is its 
circular outline. 
Area B (Wayne County) Pl.ate X 
Aerial. photos: 
Topographic map: 
BMI 4-28 to .32, 6-67 to 71. 
Piedmont quadrangl.e; S! sec. 14, sees. 22, 2.3, 24, 
25, 26, ~ sec. 27, T. 28 N., R. 4 E. 
Area B exhibits about the ~e degree o:r anomalous character on 
the detailed tracing as it does on the mosaic tracing. There seems 
to be an anomal.ous pattern among the stream assembl.ages o:r this area. 
The l.arger magnitude streams reveal. poor anomalous radial. and annul.ar 
patterns, and so do the l.ower magnitude streams that are near the 
midd1e o£ the area. The anomalous character of this area seems to 
the author to be more convincing i:f the area is l.ooked upon as a whol.e. 
It still possesses a poor oval. outline as it does on the mosaic tracing. 
Area H (Wayne County) Plate XI 
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Topographic maps: Greenville & Zalma quadrangles; seca. 33, 34, 35, 
T. 30 N., R. 7 E. 
sees. 2, 3, ~ sec. 4, Et sec. 9, sees. 10, 11, 
T. 29 N., R. 7 E. 
The anomaly on the detail tracing o:f area H was not as apparent 
as that :found in area nl. A radial pattern is still evident among 
its medium size streams, and even among the lower magnitude ones. 
The annular pattern seems to be as well or better developed than the 
radial one. 
The :final. selection of' the above discussed areas as worth in-
vestigating in the :field does not mean at a11 that none of' the other 
areas listed in Appendices I and II o:f':fer promising results. Because 
of the limited time available f'or field investigation, the number of 
considered areas had to be 1imited to four or five. In some cases 
a choice had to be made between equal.ly promising areas taking into 
consideration size and accessibility. A choice of this nature had 
to be made between area K in Reynolds County and area H in Wayne 
County. Although both areas are comparable in size, the accessibility 
in the latter area is less problematical. than that in the .f'ormer. 
Furthermore, the northwestern part of the :former area is surrounded 
by the waters of' Clearwater Reservoir. 
When area L of Reynolds County was selected from the index tracing 
the writer was completely unaware of' the existence o:f' the igneous out-
crops. Their presence was suspected onl.y when the individual aerial 
photos of' the area were examined stereoscopi.call.y. The author did not 
1 See Appenctix II, page 96. 
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consider this sufficient reason .for omitting this area f'rom f'urther 
investigation. 
The area occupied by the igneous exposures is only a smalJ .fraction 
of' area L. It is clear from the detailed tracing that the overwhel.mi.ng 
majority o.f the streams in the area supplement each other to :form a 
large outstanding drainage anomaly. The small local drainage anomalies 
around the exposed hi.11s are only parts of this outstanding drainage 
anoma.l.y. 
An analogous area to area L is that containing the drainage anomaly 
shown in Plate VI. The writer "troul.d certa.inly have considered this 
area f'or :further investigation i.f it were wi.thi.n his thesis boundaries. 
He would not have known that an igneous exposure exists in this area 
(the smaJJ porphyry outcrop could not be identified as such :from the 
aeria1 photos) until he had checked it in the .field. 
An argument may be raised that if' the igneous hills were still 
concealed by the sediments, the anomalous drainage pattern may not 
have developed as well as it is at present. The author is quite aware 
of this argument, but is unable to :imagine just how anomalous the 
drainage pattern would have been if the igneous hills were still buried. 
There is no way to tell whether the area woul.d have been identified 
as anomalous or not. 
In closing this discussion it would be wise to stress again that 
in the detection o.f anomalous areas there are no certain rUles or f'o~ 
uJ.as to f'ollow, the judgment is solely qualitative and subjective. 
Along with the responsibility o.f personal. judgment the investigator 
must a1so continuall.y keep in mind the conclusions arrived at in the 
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examination o£ the drainage o£ the igneous areas of Eminence-Cardareva 
quadrangles. Namely, that the drainage patterns developed within the 
sediments concealing irregularly shaped mountains are not expected to 
show well developed anomal.ies. Frequently it becomes difficult, due 
to the distortion resulting .from the influence o£ the irregular shape 
of the basement high to decide whether a drainage pattern is anomalous. 
~thods for Verifying AnalYsis 
Field Mapping.-- Since the sedimentary beds over the buried 
hills are assumed to be domed, their dissection would expose outcrops 
whose attitude i£ plotted on a map would reveal an annular pattern, 
dipping away .from the buried hill. Dake (1930, PP• 185-191) and Bridge 
(1930, p. 152) mention several localities where they observed such 
radial dips, suspected buried hills:as the cause, and in some areas 
observed porphyr,y float. 
An obvious and direct method then, for checking the areas picked 
by drainage anomalies as .favorable for location of buried igneous hills 
would be to study the attitude of the outcrops in the selected areas. 
However, .fieldwork undertaken for this purpose yielded unsatis:factory 
results. Residuum cover in this region is widespread and thick enough 
to make outcrops very rare. The avail.a.bl.e outcrops are adequate to 
indicate the stratigraphic horizons, but they are inadequate .for local 
structural. mapping. 
Fiel.dwork, with the aid of published geol.ogic reports about adjacent 
areas, well logs, and unpublished reconnaissance maps (Missouri Geo1-
4l. 
ogical Survey) indicated the presence o£ the Gasconade and Roubidoux 
formations in the thesis areas. Sandstone~ quartzite, and chert float 
were observed on most ridge tops in the field. Three specimens of 
Lecanospira, a gastropod characteristic of the Roubidoux formation 
were also collected~ one from area B and two from area H. Surface 
evidence of the Gasconade was rare. 
Photogeologic Mapping.-- Mapping from aerial photos of the different 
for.mations in the thesis areas may lead to the discovery of dips that 
~uld not be otherwise noticed in the field. Photogeologic mapping 
proved to be a partial success. It is discussed on pages 42 to 65 • 
Geophysical Surveying.-- Another alternative, as suggested by 
Dr. A. c. Spreng, to arrive at conclusions for the project at hand, was 
to employ magnetic and gravimetric methods. The magnetic method proved 
to be most successful of the methods tried. Application of the geo-
physical methods are discussed on pageq ~to 81. 
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PHOTOGEOLOGY OF GASCONADE AND ROUBIDOU.X: FORMATIONS 
Introduction 
It was discovered in the field that the thesis areas were covered 
by residuum and it was realized that no bedrock outcrops could be ob-
served in the aerial photos. On the other hand if the formations pre-
sent or their contacts could be determined photogeologic~, then 
any dips that might roo.st in the anomalous areas would be revealed by 
the different elevations at which the formations or their contacts 
will appear. In order that the dips be detected in this way, the 
changes in elevations of the formations must be of large magnitude, 
since many small changes would be hard to detect in the available aerial 
photos. 
-To proceed with this investigation an effort was made to discover 
if Roubidoux and Gasconade exhibited aQY consistent characteristics 
which could be identified in aerial photos. It was necessar.y to study 
aerial photos of an area which had been mapped geologically and Which 
contained these formations. 
The Eminence-Cardareva quadrangles (Bridge, 1930) were selected 
for photo geologic study because they met these requirements. Other 
reasons for selecting these quadrangles were their proximity to the 
thesis area, and their great extent. The proximity reduces the possi-
bility of great lithologic variations between mapped areas and the 
thesis area. The great extent would make the conclusions reached 
in the study more valid than if the mapped area was smal 1 • 
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Potosi-Edgehill quadrangles (Dake~ 1930) were also considered .for 
this study~ but Elninence-Cardareva quadrangl.es were selected because 
considerably more o.f this area is covered by the Roubidoux and Gasconade 
.formations~ and also because the Cryptoaoon reef (C. ozarkensis)~ which 
occurs in the Gasconade .formation about 70 .feet below the Gasconade-
Roubidoux contact~ is shown on the geologic map. The southern portion 
o.f Cardareva quadrangl.e which lies within Carter County was omitted 
.from the study because the aerial photos for this area were not available. 
Criteria Used and Their ~tations in Fhotogeol.ogic ~apping 
H. T. u. Smith (1943~ pp. 222-224) discusses the criteria which 
can be used .for lithologic interpretation o.f rock types from aerial 
photos~ and the .factors that limit the use o.f these criteria. These 
criteria and limitations are summarized here: 
Criteria 
1 - Topographic expression 
2 - Hock and soil coloration 
3 Vegetal zoning 
4 Sol.utional e.f.fects 
Limitations 
1 - Topographic relief-individuality o.f topographic expression is 
most distinctive during the mature state o.f erosion o.f a region. 
2 - Thickness o.f soil cover-sur.face expression loses much of its 
distinctiveness if the soil. cover is too thick. 
3 - Presence of glacial. drift-obscures surface expression of bedrock 
geology. 
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4 - Seasonal conditions at the time the photo is taken will infl.uence 
its usefulness in geologic mapping. 
Application o~ Criteria and Limitations to Eminence-Cardareva Quadrangles 
or the criteria listed above, topographic expression held the prime 
position i.n the study of Eminence-Cardareva quadrangles. Next came soil 
coloration and after it vegetal zoning. Soil. coloration was used on a 
major scale throughout the study and in many cases proved to be extremely 
useful. in making a de~inite decision regarding the presence o~ one 
for.mation or the other. In some cases where topographic expression ~ailed 
to apply, soil coloration was ~ound to be the sole betrayer of the presence 
or a certain formation. Vegetal zoning was useaol.e o~ on a J.ocal. scale. 
Nb primar,y and secondar,y structures whatsoever could be disti~sh­
ed in the aerial photos. Therefore, application or such criteria could 
not be exercised. Few solution structures such as sink holes were de-
tected throughout the region, but their presence on a local scale ex-
cluded the possibility o:r their use for the problem at hand. It should 
be remembered at this point the objective o:r the photogeologic study was 
not to determine the lithology of the rock present. Its purpose was to 
study the characteristics o~ two specific formations and ~ind if' they 
exhibit consistent noticeable differences which could be used in ad-
jacent areas to detect their presence. The lithology of the f'or.mations 
and their distribution in the study area was already known and this 
knowledge per.mitted the photogeol.ogic study to be undertaken. 
The ~actors which tended to obscure the distinctive characteristics 
or the f'ormations were the advanced erosional stage, as in the central 
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area o£ the igneous hills, and the widespread great thickness o£ re-
siduum present. These two £actors correspond to the £irst two reasons 
listed under limitations of photogeologic criteria on page 43. Because 
o£ the presence of residuum, de£inite contacts could not be detected 
between the £or.mations. Therefore, the contact lines had to be approxi-
mated. Another factor which rendered the study more difficult was the 
presence o£ formations in insu££icient thickness to be noticed in the 
aerial photos. Frequentiy the presence of approximate1y 40-60 £eet of 
Gasconade under the Roubidoux was not detected. 
Although the Eminence-Cardareva area is covered with unbroken 
expanses of trees except where widely separated £arm :lands exist, 
forest cover did not limit in ~ way the photogeologic study of the 
region. The reason £or this is because the aerial photos were taken 
during the months o£ March and April when the trees were still barren 
o£ l.eaves. 
Fhotogeo1ogic Characteristics of Gasconade and Roubidoux Formations 
in Eminence-Cardareva Quadrangles 
Gasconade and Roubidoux Formations.-- In the Eminence-Cardareva 
area, Roubidoux is the youngest !"ormation present on a large scale. 
Jefferson City formation and the few small patches of Mississippian and 
Pennsylvanian rocks are not considered here because they are too minor 
to have any photogeo1ogic significance. Roubidoux, the youngest formation 
present, umerlies the slightly dissected uplands, and caps the ridges 
above the Gasconade in mature1y dissected loca1ities, or is present as 
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small isolated patches on top of ridges made up of Gasconade and older 
rocks. 
Roubidoux generally mani£ests itself in broadly curved hil.ltops, 
the crests shaped almost like a half' circle. In sharp contrast, ridges 
capped by Gasconade have narrow pointed crests. In cross section the 
ridges wou1d appear triangular shaped (Plate Xlla and b, Ex:amp1es 2, 3, 
and 4=!-). Optical. i.l.lusion due to parallax in stereoscopic viewing of 
the photos exaggerates these topographic di£ferences. 
Another difference between Roubidoux and Gasconade formations is 
the dark tones shown by the former compared to the later. Hi11tops 
capped by Roubidoux especially by sma11 isolated patches, show very 
well this contrast of dark tone against the lighter .background o£ Gas-
conade. In the slightly dissected upland regions Where Roubidoux al.one 
is present, its dark tone is not very significant because of lack of 
contrast. 
The cryptozoan reef' in the Gasconade formation, mentioned on page 
43 , is about 2-3 £eet thick. Although the actual. reef' outcrop cannot 
be seen on the aerial. photos, its presence can be detected in some 
1oca1ities. Where the sediments above the reef have been eroded away 
to a large extent, the reef appears to form a.lmost level, or slightly 
convex-up ridgetops in cross section. In longitudinal section a sharp 
topographic break separates its gently sloping surface from the steep 
slopes of the rock unit which overl.ies and underlies it (Plate XIIc and 
d). This characteristic of the reef was noticed to occur on ridges 
~ Re£erence is given in Appendix IIIto photographs which illustrate the 
features mentioned in the discussion of the Photogeology o:r Roubidoux, 
Gasconade, and Eminence for.mations. 
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PLATE XII 
CROSS-SECTIONS ILLUSTRATING THE TOPOGRAPHIC 
EXPRESSIONS OF ROU BIDOUX AND GASCONADE 
~ORMATIONS IN EMINENCE-CARDAREVA 
· QUADRANGLES, SHANNON COUNTY 
-n f\ 1\ 
( 0) (b) 
Ridges made up or copped by (a) Roubidoux, (b) Gasconade 
(c) cross section (d) longitudin~l section 
The cryptozoon reef of Gasconade 
(e) cross section (f) longitudinal section 
Format ionol break between Gasconade and R oubidoux 
(g) cross section (h) longitudinal section 
Ri dges mode up of Gosconde, Gunter, and Eminence 
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bordering the large streams. 
l'lhere an isolated patch of the Gasconade :formation occurs above the 
reef it will show the typi.ca1 pointed Gasconade shape at its top and grade 
to the flat reef at its bottom (Plate XIIg and h). 
In the majority of cases, Where the geologic map :indicated the 
presence of isolated patches of the Gasconade cryptozoan reef on top 
of the ridges, these isolated patches show in the photos the typical 
Roubidoux characteristics. This relation of the Rcubi.doux characteristicC" 
to the Gasconade reef areas seemed in general. to be faithfully kept. 
For ~ple, suppose the geologic map shows a long ridge made up of 
Gasconade and the cryptozoan reef is present only in the areas of 
highest elevation on top of the ridges. The aerial photos would show 
the same ridge in the typica1 Gasconade :form Sx:cept for the reef areas 
which would exhibit Roubidoux characteristics. To deter.mine whether 
the characteristics shown in the reef areas were actually due to 
Roubidoux not represented on the geologic map or to Gasconade formation, 
a field check was deemed necessar.y. Field work revealed the presence 
of" Roubidoux float on top of ridges ~ch had been marked by Gasconade 
reef only. 
Gasconade-Roubidoux Contact.-- ~th the exception of a few 1ocalit-
ies, the Roubidoux-Gasconade contact in the studied areas could not be accur-
atelY determined1. Although sharp definite contacts could not be 
1 Bridge in his field~rk could not detect Gasconade-Roubidoux contact 
over most of the area. He mentions (1930, P• 164), "• ••• the J.ack of 
the Gasconade-Roubidoux contact over much of this area. •••"• 
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detected~ approximate contacts coul.d be inferred from topographic breaks 
or tone di~£erences. l~ile this approximation could clearly be made in 
many cases~ quite a few other areas did not reveal the presence o£ 
Gasconade under the Roubidoux at al.1, although the geologic map showed 
its presence. 
Causes of Gasconade-Roubidoux Characteristics.-- The writer thinks 
that solution of the dolomite beds (Bridge~ 1930~ p. 110) can account for 
the differences in shape~ tone~ and the poorlY defined contacts between 
Roubidoux and Gasconade. The Gasconade ~ormation, except for chert~ is 
made up completely of dolomite. The Roubidoux formation over1y:ing the 
Gasconade is made up o:r alternating layers o:r dolomite and sandstone o:r 
variable thickness. The great solubility o£ the Gasconade dolomite 
and Roubidoux dolomite and the non-solubility o:r the Roubidoux sandstone 
is the £actor responsible :for the poorly observed contacts between 
Roubidoux and Gasconade. The ef'£ect o£ solution on the dolomites in 
the Roubidoux sandstone was observed .frequently in the .field and along 
road cuts. Where Gasconade dolomite has been carried away by solution~ 
the Roubidoux sandstone above it has settled upon the lower horizons 
o.f Gasconade~ crumbled and broken up so as to make definite Gasconade-
Roubidoux contacts hard to .find. The presence of residuum adds to 
the complexity o:f locating the contacts. 
Solution might also explain why the reef areas o:r Gasconade ex-
hibited Roubidoux characteristics in the aeria1 photos. The 70 f'eet 
of' dolomite between the ree.f and the top of the Roubidoux has been 
carried away by solution and the Roubidoux has settled down to the level 
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of the reef. In some cases it has settled to even lower horizons. 
The Roubidoux considered in this manner is not in place. It consists 
of large boulders of sandstone settled over the reef; but there is 
enough o:f it present to impart to the reef' area the typical. Roubidoux 
tone and characteristics. A1though Bridge does not mention it any-
where in his report, the presence o:f large amounts o:f Roubidoux float over 
the reef leads the writer to believe that Bridge did see the Roubidoux 
fl.oat but did not indicate it on the geol.ogic map because it is not in 
PLace. Al.so the geologic map shows the contact between the small is-
olated patches of' Roubidoux on top o:f the Gasconade by dots :instead 
of' solid black line as is the case between other f'or.mations. 
The reason that Roubidoux characteristics are conf'ined mostly 
to those parts of' the Gasconade where the cr.yptozoan reef is present 
might be explained by the :fact that the reef is silicif'ied (Bridge, 
1930, p. 113) and its resistance to erosion is much greater than that 
of the solubl.e dolomite. Thus, the dol.omite between the reef' and the 
Roubidoux was carried away by solution and the Roubidoux has sl.umped 
on top of' the reef. An argument can be raised that confinement of' 
Roubidoux characteristics mostl.y to the reef' areas o:f Gasconade may 
be due to moisture. The silicified cr,yptozoan reef' may prevent ground 
water :from passing into the subsur:face, and as a result the moisture 
present in the rocks above the reef' wi.ll cause the reef areas to appear 
dark toned in the aerial. photos. This possibility can be excluded :for 
the following reasons: First, Roubidc.ux still possesses the dark tone 
in places where the 70 :feet o:f Gasconade dolomite separate it :from 
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the reef; Second, no differences in tone can be observed in photos 
taken during widely separated periods; and third, no springs or water 
flows can be observed in the field above the cryptozoan reef. 
In those areas where Roubidoux is in place and is not covered by 
a great thickness of residuum (Plate XIIe and f), there is a topographic 
break along the Roubidoux-Gasconade contact. This definite break is 
attributed to the difference of lithology between the Roubidoux and the 
Gasconade. 
The darker tone of the Roubidoux formation probably is due to 
residual iron oxide cement lffli.ch has been concentrated during weather-
ing and partial erosion of' the sandstone (Bridge, 1930, p. 122). 
Gunter Sandstone, Basa1 Member of Gasconade.-- The G ter sand-
stone, the basal member of' the Gasconade :formation, is variable in 
composition (Bridge, 1930, p. 100), but is known in general to be made 
of sandstone. While its presence is revealed in the aerial photos in 
some areas (Plate XII g and 11), it is completely unidentifiable in 
other areas. It was also noted that the Gunter sandstone can be more 
readilY discerned in the eastern-portion of the Eminence-Cardareva area. 
Wherever it is identified, it forms a good topographic break along 
the otherwise uniform slopes of' Gasconade and Eminence :formations. In 
those places where its full thickness is apparent, it appears as a 
ledge that can be traced easily f'rom one hill to another. 
Compared with the topographic expression, vegetation plays a 
minor role in revealing the presence of Gunter sandstone. In some areas 
a long narrow line of evergreens outlines the Gunter sandstone. 
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In some localities all the younger rocks above the Gunter have 
been eroded away and only Gunter is left to cap the ridges. Gunter in 
this position shows the same topographic expression as the Gasconade 
reef under s~lar conditions. Although the Gunter sandstone capped 
ridges seem to be slightly .flatter than those that are capped by the 
Gasconade reef, differentiation between the two on a topographic basis 
is difficult. The best metho<! to tell the two units apart would be 
to determine the position o~the unit in question with respect to the 
other formations present. It would be o:f great help to plot, on a 
topographic map of the area the approximate elevations and thicknesses 
of the formations as seen in the aerial photos. The nearly 200 :foot 
interval between the Gasconade reef and the Gunter sandstone is bound 
to show if the plotting on the topographic map is not too much in error. 
Confusion still remains in places where a great deal of solution has 
taken place. 
:Eminence Formation.-- If' it were not for the partial detection o:f 
the Gunter sandstone, differentiation of Gasconade .from the underlying 
Eminence formation would have been ~tremely difficult i.f not impossible. 
~cept for a .few cases too local to be considered, not the slightest 
contrast could be detected between the Gasconade and Eminence formations. 
The great photogeologic similarity between the two .for.mations is most 
probably due to identical lithologies. 
Etsposed Precambrian Igneous Hills 
A large number of Precambrian igneous hills are exposed beneath 
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the eroded Ealeozoic sed~ents in the Emdnence-Cardareva quadrangles. 
The degree o:f exposure varies .from hills largely stripped o:f the 
sediments above them, to those where only small parts of their upper 
portions are exposed. 
Those hills which are largely stripped o:f their sed~ents offer a 
striking contrast (in the aerial photos) to the se~entary ridges that 
surround them. The most signi:ficant thing about those hills is their 
topographic expression. They show a somewhat higher relie.f tr..an the 
rest of the terrain surrounding them. In their general outline some 
J.ook like tapered cones, but the majority show bold, elongated and 
irregular shapes. They have J.arge bases, steep slopes, and broadlY 
rounded curved tops. Where vegetation and soil are not present, rock 
outcrops can be observed on the slopes and the swmni.ts o:f the hills. 
The overlapping sed~ents ~orm :flatirons against their slopes, and a 
large number o:f first order streams lead away :from them radially. 
Although conspicuous tone and vegetation di.f:ferences could not be de-
tected between the igneous hills and the surrounding sediments, some o:r 
the :for.mer showed denser vegetation than the later. Igneous rocks that 
outcrop on a much smaller scale could not be detected as such. 
Fbtosi-Edgehill Quadrangles 
The conclusions arrived at in the Eminence-Cardareva quadrang1es 
about the photogeology o:r Gasconade and Roubidoux formations were 
applied to the Fbtosi-Fdgehill quadrangles.. The study o:f Roubidoux 
and Gasconade in the later quadrangles confir.med in general the con-
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elusions reached in the Eminence-Cardareva area except :for the Gunter 
sandstone which is not present in the Fbtosi-Edgehi11 quadrangles and 
the Gasconade reef which is not shown on the geologic map. 
Discussion o£ Results 
To emphasize what has been stated before 1 it should be noted that 
the above study must not lead the reader to the conclusion that distinct-
ion between the Gasconade and Roubidoux formations photogeologically was 
completely successful. At many localities where the geologic map indi-
cated the presence of Gasconade or Roubidoux formations, the aerial 
photos failed to indicate it. However, such cases were few compared to 
those where the two formations could be identified. 
The application o£ the results of this study to other areas is 
limited because of the complete lack of previously published information 
about the photogeology of the Roubidoux and Gasconade :formations. These 
formations have more or less the same lithologies throughout their areas 
of exposure, and the conclusions about them reached in the ~nence­
Cardareva quadrangles might be expected to pertain in other areas. 
However, their applicability can not be assumed without further study 
except £or those areas in close p~ty to the Eminence-Cardareva 
quadrangles. 
The application o:f the photogeo1ogic characteristics found help.rul. 
in the study :for identifying Gasconade and Roubidoux formations can be 
easilY confused by the presence of other :formations exhibiting ver,y 
similar photogeo1ogic characteristics. This has been a1r~ noted 
in the case of the Eminence for.mation in Eminence-Cardareva quadrangles. 
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This observation leads to the conclusion that if' Gasconade and Roubidoux 
are to be mapped photogeo1ogical1y in a certain area, it must be as-
certained that the two f'ormations are the only ones present in the area. 
The ~~iter concluded that the results arrived at in the above 
study of' the photogeology of' Roubidoux-Gasconade f'or.mations could be 
applied without much doubt to the thesis areas f'or the f'ollowing 
reasons: First, the study of' ~eas concerned in this thesis are 
relatively close to Eninence-Cardareva quadrangles. Second, only 
Roubidoux and Gasconade formations are present in thesis areas. Third, 
the thesis areas are covered by thick residuum and show the ~e stage 
of' dissection as that f'ound in the Eminence-Cardareva quadrangles. 
The discussion of' the photogeology of' the Roubidoux and Gasconade 
formations as presented in this thesis is generalized. Many of' the 
minor details and observations have not been included because they 
are not essential to the objective of' this report. 
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PHOTOGEOLOGIC MAPPING OF THESIS AREAS 
The basis of the photogeologic mapping of the thesis areas is the 
photogeologic study made on the Eminence-Cardareva quadrangles as de-
scribed in the previous sections. The photogeologic maps of the thesis 
areas are presented on Plates XV to XIX. 
Several of the difficulties encounter~ in the study of Eminence-
Cardareva quadrangles were also encountered in the photogeologic mapping 
of the thesis areas. They can be easily sunnn.ed up as follows: 
1. Difficulty of determining whether a .formation is present in 
place or as slump and float. 
2. Difficulty of determining the exact contacts of formations and 
their elevations. 
3. Difficulty of detecting the presence of small thicknesses of 
a formation. 
To determine whether a formation such as Roubidoux: is in pJ.ace or 
not~ the presence of a definite topographic break was searched forl. 
IT the formation were in place, then a definite topographic break would 
be expected to exist. But if' it were present as slwnp and float, no 
de.f'inite break would be present although the geometric shape (Plate xna.) 
and tone of the ridge would still indicate the presence of Roubidoux 
formation. 
The determination of the exact contact between different for.mations 
could not be accomplished by photogeologic mapping because of the thick 
l. See page 48. 
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residuum present in a11 o~ the thesis areas. Therefore, all the format-
ional contacts shown on the photogeologic maps are approximate. Another 
factor which rendered the approximate contacts as shown on the map subject 
to further error was the impossibility of determining the exact elevation 
.from aerial. photos due to lack of control points. 
The difficulty o~ detecting the presence o~ small thicknesses of a 
.formation could ro;t, be overcome in any way. This source of error liaS 
present constantly in the study of both the ~nence-Cardareva quadrangles1 
and in the thesis areas. Photogeologic maps of areas B (Plate XVII) and 
H (Plate XIX) illustrate this point well. The presence of about 20 to 40 
.feet of Gasconade formation below the Roubidoux ~ormation in the southern 
part of area B and northern part of area H is in doubt. 
The study of alluvium was not considered in the study o.f Elninence-
Cardareva ~rang1es. It has been included in the photogeo1ogic maps 
of' the thesis areas to make the mapping more complete. Wherever a stream 
exhibited sul"~icient meandering to cause any f'1oodp1ai.ns along its banks, 
these areas were shown on the photogeologic maps as alluvium. 
After the thesis areas were mapped from aerial photos, .field checks 
were undertaken to determine if any evidence could be found which would con-
tradict the photogeologic mapping. Lack of evidence found in the field 
left the maps virtually unchanged except in area L where important changes 
had to be made. 
Area L (Reynolds County) Plate XV 
From reconnaissance maps and earlier field work it was thought that 
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area L might contain Roubidoux £loat which had slumped on the lower 
horizons o~ the Gasconade .formation. Therefore, this area was mapped 
as containing Gasconade and Roubidoux ~ormations. }fapping o~ area L 
was particularly di~ficult because o.f the presence of initial dips connnonly 
associated with the igneous knobs, and the almost complete absence o.f 
de.finite topographic breaks which would separate one .formation from another. 
Fieldwork a:fter the photogeologic mapping resulted in discovery 
of smal 1 isolated dolomite outcrops which were identi.fied as the 
&dnence ~ormation. This discovery changed what was mapped on the 
photogeologic map as Gasconade and Roubidoux .formations to Eminence 
formation and Gunter san:istone. Unfortunately these do1omite outcrops were 
grouped close together on a sing1e ridge slope. They were not scattered 
widelY throughout the area, therefore, a better check oou1d bot.be.obtained. 
Further close photogeo1ogic st~ revealed the o~ possible locality 
for Gasconade formation to be on the boundar,y of sections 30 and 36. 
Area A {Wayne County) Plate XVI 
No outcrops could be .found in the c1ose vicinity of area A. 
However, 1 • .5 miles due east from it and just south of the town of Mill 
Springs a high cli.f.f exposes Eninence, Gasconade, and Roubidoux formations. 
Approximate elevation o:r the Roubidoux £ormation in this cliff' checks fair-
ly well with that mapped :ror area A. 
Area B {Wayne County) Plate XVII 
The 600 foot elevation was picked :trom aeria1 photos as the contact 
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Photogeology- o:f Area A, Wayne County. 
See page 58 for 1egend 
Alluvium Recent 
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Gunter Sandstone Scale 1 Approx 
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Photogeology of Area ".8", \'layne County. 
See page 58 for 1egend 
Alluvium Recent 
I 
Roubidoux Formatio::l Contour Interval 20 feet Ordovician 
Gasconade Formation 
Gunter Sandstone Scale 1 Approx 
Eminence Formation Cambrian 
31250 
0 ~ I a 
Igneous Bocks Precambrian I ' Miles 
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between the Gasconade and Roubidoux .formations. Only on one ridge just 
south o.f the area did the aerial photos reveal what might be considered 
as a good Gasconade-Roubidoux contact. The contact on this ridge was 
Placed at 570 .feet. 
The closest outcrop to area B was discovered at about 1.5 miles due 
east .from the area near the Green Hill School at NEt sec. 19~ T. 28 N.~ 
R. 5 E.~ (not shown on the map o.f Plate XVII). At this locality a cliff 
o.f Gasconade .formation is exposed. The highest elevation o.f the exposure 
of the dolomite was about 540 .feet. The contact o.f the Gasconade and 
Roubidoux f'ormations could nowhere be detected and consequently the 
Gasconade f'o:rma.tion in this vicinity was o.f little value in conf'irming 
the photogeologic mapping. 
Assuming the elevation o.f the Gasconade-Roubidoux contact to be 
correct~ the maximum present thickness o.f Roubidoux is about 200 .feet. 
This .figure is somewhat larger than the 145 feet measured subsurface sec-
tion near Wappapello (Heller~ 1954~ PP• 78-80~ Plate I). However~ Heller 
notes that the Wappapello section does not represent the complete thick-
ness of Roubidoux .formation. 
Area E (Wayne County) Plate XVIII 
Several. exposures o.f the Gasconade-Roubidoux contact were observed 
within and in the vicinity of area E. These exposures permitted an 
accurate check of the .formational contacts of' the photogeologic map. As 
a result o.f the .field check~ the Gasconade-Roubidoux contact had to be 
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outcrops could be .found to con.firm that such was the case. One .field 
evidence that might suggest the presence o.r dipping beds, is the dif.ference 
in elevation o:f some exposures of the Ga.sconade-Roubidoux contact. In 
the extreme scn1herD. part of the area the Ga.sconade-Roubidoux contact 
occurs at about 410 :feet of elevation. In the western part, along the 
ridge (Cedar Blu.ff) just 'RSt of the numeral 13, the contact is ex-
posed at approximately 500 feet elevation. Another .field evidence that 
may confirm the presence of dipping beds is the very gentle due sonth dips 
o.r the dolomite beds o.r Cedar Bluf'f'. These gentle dips can be seen best 
i.f viewed f'rom the .floodplain across the river. The photogeologic 
evidence .for the dips was rather weak because no good .formational contacts 
could be observed. 
Area H (l'layne County) Plate XIX 
The Gasconade-Rl>ubidoux contact could not be located in the .field 
in this area. Gasconade :formation is exposed in the lower parts o:f 
Hurricane Hollow, and along some parts o:f the banks o:f Caster River :flood-
plain (not shown on the map). Roubidoux :formation could not be detected 
in PLace throughout the area. Its :float could be seen on the ridges and 
in the valley bottoms. In the f'iel.d a large mass of sandstone was ob-
served in the northern part o.f the mapped area. It is located approximately 
where the nwneraJ. 36 appears on the map~ about a quarter o:f an inch east 
of' the word ''Turkey". Little signi:ficance could be attached to the pre-
sence o.r this sandstone mass because it did not seem to be in place. Its 
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Photogeology of Area "H", Wayne County. 
See page 58 for legend 







GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATION OF THESIS AREAS 
Methods Used 
Seismic, gravimetric, and magnetic methods are the geophysical 
methods £or detecting buried basement highs. Seismic investigation 
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is costly and requires much specialized equipment operated by a trained 
crew. Therefore, seismic investigation was not considered £or the 
problem at hand. Gravimetric and magnetic methods seemed suitable 
because they are easy and £ast to employ. 
The magnetic method was chosen £or this study because no gravi-
meter was available and because magnetic data could be more quickly 
accumulated. In gravimetric surveys, elevations o:r stations must be 
known within limits determined by accuracy required. In magnetic 
surveys onlY the location of a station is necessary. 
l"agnetometer Scale Constant 
An Askania Schmidt type, temperature compensated, vertical 
component magnetometer was used for the magnetic survey. The scale 
constant o£ the magnetometer was not known at the start o£ the survey. 
Since no HeJ.moltz coil. was available at that time, the ground coil. 
method was used to calibrate the magnetometer, which works on the same 
principle as the Belmoltz coi1. The calculated scale cor~t o£ the 
magnetometer was 20.5 gammas per scale division. 
Station Spacings in the Field 
NO def1nite distance was established £or use between successive 
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stations in the ~ield. Although an ef~ort ~ms made to keep the station 
spacings constant along survey lines, the spacings varied because they 
depended on the size o~ the area, variation in the successive station 
readings, atid the accuracy required by the survey. An important factor 
af~ecting the uni~or.mity of station spacing lms that the station location 
must be ~ree of external magnetic disturbances such as electric power 
lines, fences, buildings, and cars. The spacings in general ranged 
from 0.1 mile to 0.35 mile throllbhout the survey ld.th the greater 
number of the spacings .falling in the range of 0.1-0.2 miles. The 
location of the stations are sho~tn by black dots on the magnetic maps 
of the thesis areas. 
On roads where a car could be driven distances between successive 
stations were measured by the car odometer. Along timber trails which 
could be traversed o~ on .foot, distances were measured by pacing. 
For more accurate determi~Ation of the location of stations, use was 
made of topography and other markers shol-m on the topographic maps 
which ,.,.ere identif'ied in the field. Locationsof stations along main 
roads and in places where identii'iable markers are available are 
fairly accurate. Locations of stations along abandoned timber trails 
and in wooded areas are much less certain. Although no definite figures 
can be given ~or the inaccuracies involved, 100 feet can be taken as 
an approximate average. Considering the scale of the maps used in 
plotting the traverses, inaccuracies of this magnitude do not af'fect 
the general outline o.f the magnetic maps prepared from these surveys. 
The maps are inaccurate only in the .fine details. 
Corrections Applied to Station Readings 
Diurnal and base corrections were applied to station readings. 
Because the sizes o:f the surveyed areas were small, and the normal 
correction was o~ such low magnitudel; it l'ras not employed. 
The values obtained :for certain stations changed considerablY 
in a matter o:f a few hours. A 26 t;ammas change vras noted at one 
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elevation. Another station on a different date had a 146 gammas change. 
Part o:f this variation is due to diurnal variation. The change 
in station values due to this cause is conunonly in the neighborhood 
of 20 to 30 gammas. There:fore, the 146 gamma change can not be attri-
buted to diurnal variation. lufagnetic storms would be a plausiabJ.e 
explanation :for this large change in reading, but the frequent occurrence 
of these large changes excluded this possibility. The large variation 
in the station readings were associated with and apparently due to large 
changes in temperature. 
This object was not discovered at the start o:f the survey in late 
August, but became apparent in late :fall when the daily temperature 
. 
range increased. Associated with the above 26 gammas change was a 
range o:f 2.7o centigrade. The 146 gammas change was associated with 
17.0° centigrade changes. This defect in the instrument seemed to 
account :for the part o:f the variation which can not be attributed to 
diurr..al. change or magnetic storms. 
Since no other magnetometer was available, the writer resurveyed 
some o:f the traverse lines on cloudy days when the range o:r temperature 
1 Normal correction is +11.9 gammas in a direction o:f N9E in the region 
around Greenville, )Ii ssouri. 
was very sma1l.. This method helped to obtain more accurate values 
for those stations. 
Errors Involved in the Station Readings 
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Even on days with littl.e temperature change to affect the station 
readings~ the values obtained were not accurate. The inaccuracies in 
the station readings were due to the condition o:f the magnetometer and 
its tripod. They resulted f'rom errors in the orientation of' the tri-
pod tum-table~ l.evel.ing o:f the magnetometer~ and reading o:f the 
scale. The compass used in orientation of the tur.n-tabl.e did not 
fit in firmly tdth the turn-tabl.e guidehol.e. As a resul.t at least 
one half' degree of pl.a;r was present in the compass. which is the 
maximum allowable error in the orientation of the turn-tabl.e. The 
error involved in leveling o:f the ma.r.rnetometer was due to the dif'f'erent 
sensitivities of' the two level bubbles on the instruttent. Whereas 
a very small turn in the leveling screw shifted one bubble from its 
level position. the second bubble did not respond in the same manner 
to similar move of the level screw. Anothe1-- source o:f error tm.s the 
:frequent shift in the level. bubble when the magnet was being rel.eased. 
A series o:r scale readings did not repeat themselves within tol.erable 
lUnits for a given station. Therefore~ the writer frequently had to 
take three sets o=r readings and choose the val.ue f'or which two sets 
~e the closest. 
The amount of error :from each of the above sources is not known, 
nor is it known whether the errors accum.ul.ate or compensate each other. 
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In spite of the contribution of each source of error to the station 
readings, the writer thinks the inaccuracies involved were ld.thin 
the tolerance of the survey. The magnitude of the total error is 
not large enough to distort the general framewor k of the resultant 
magnetic map or to leave one in doubt as to l'thether an anomaly is 
present. The magnetic survey was undertaken not as a geophysical 
investigation of buried basement highs but to deter.mine if ~agnetic 
anomalies existed in areas thoug~, on the basis of drainage patterns, 
to contain buried basement highs. 
¥Agnatic Maps of the Thesis Areas 
Magnetic vertical intensity maps for the thesis areas except 
Area A (\iayne County) are shown on Plate XX and Plates XXIII to XXV. 
Area A is represented by a magnetic vertical intensity profile (Plate 
XXI). The profile and the maps are drawn to a sca1e of approximately 
two inches to one mile. Magnetic contour interval. differs from map 
to map to achieve clarity of presentation in places where the intensity 
values chanr;e greatly in short distances. 
Area L (Reynolds County).- It was not necessary to detennine 
the presence of an anomaly in area L since exposed igneous peaks had 
been observed. However, it seamed desirable to determine the pattern 
of the magnetic intensity of an area known to contain basement highs. 
A maenetic map of such features would help in judging the cause of 
anomalies that exist in the other thesis areas. 
Plate XX shows three positive anomalies am one neeative anomaly 
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positive anomaly has an approximate magnitude of 615 g~s. The one 
just to the northw st of it shows a magnitude of approximately 63 gannnas. 
The positive anomaly to the west has a probable magnitude of 137 gammas. 
The negative anomaly of about 50 gammas is located west and south of 
the three positive anomalies. The magnetic intensity in the area is 
highest where the igneous peaks are exposed in the area. It diminishes 
rather uniformly as the western and eastern limits of the area approached. 
Area A (Wayne County).-- A magnetic intensity profile was made 
for this area (Plate XXI) because of the lack of enough stations to 
draw a magnetic contour map. The profile represents a traverse from 
station 1 to 12 shown on Plate XXII. The influence of the regional 
gradient was removed from the field readings to show more clearly the 
anomalous profile. The regional gradient at this locality was obtained 
from the Magnetic Vertical Intensity Map of Ydssouri (1939). 
The writer feels that the Yagnetic :Hap of Missouri should not be 
closely relied upon when used for magnetic investigation of areas as 
small as area A 1-rhich is a little over a mile in length. The station 
spacings of this map in the region of the thesis areas are 2 miles 
along highways. Therefore, the shape of the regional gradient curve 
(shown in Plate XXI) should be considered to represent the qualitative 
-
rather than the quantitative character of the regional gradient along 
the traverse. That an anomaly is present in area A is certain but its 
magnitude as represented by the amplitude of the residual. profile is 
questionable. 
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To agraphic map and locations of magnetic stations Area "A', Wayne County. 
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Area B (\ta.yne County).-- The magnetic map (Plate XXIII) of this 
area does not show a closed anomaly. It represents a nose trending 
slightly west o:f north with a maximum magnitude o:f at least 200 gammas. 
Its cross sectional profile possesses an a~etrical outline, the 
gradient to the east being steeper than that to the west. 
The position o:f the nose does not conform to the area outlined 
by the drainage pattern. It is displaced slightly east of the area 
of anomalous drainage. The magnetic map of ~assouri shows a closed 
200 ga.n:una contour line in exactly the same location as area B. 
Area E (\'lame County).-- The map (Plate XXIV) of this area shows 
a closed, somewhat circular, asynnnetrica1 anomaly with an approximate 
ma.x:i.mwn magnitude of 312 gammas. This anomaly is not indicated on the 
magnetic map of y· ssouri because it is too sma11 to have been detected 
by the widely spaced magnetic stations used to construct that map. 
However, the sharp curve o£ the 100 gamma contour line on the l~ssouri 
map possibly can be due to the anomaly of area E. 
Area H (Wayne County).-- The magnetic map (Plate XXV) of this 
area shows 50 gamma contour lines trending generally northwest. In 
the upper right corner o:f the map the contour lines begin to close 
indicating a ma.x:i.mum positive anomaly. The location of this anomaly 
is just beyond the northeast limits of area H. The range o:r the values 
o:f magnetic intensity involved in the magnetic map o:r area H is over 
700 gammas. 
The magnetic character of area H is represented on the magnetic 
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and of large areal extent. Area H occupies the southwestern .flank o.f 
this anomaly. 
Interpretation o.f ~~gnetic Data 
In the ma.E;netic investigation o.f any area, a.fter a magnetic map 
has been prepared it is nececsary to interpret the data obtained in 
order to determine the causes o.f any anomaly present. If complete 
data {magnetic map of the area, regional gradient, susceptibility 
o.f the rocks present in the area) have been obtained during the survey, 
quantitative interpretation on an as umed geoloPic configuration can 
' be done; but if' the data obtained are incomplete only qualitative 
interpretation is possible. 
The data obtained for the magnetic investigation of' the thesis 
areas were incomplete. Complete magnetic data were not obtained for 
the following reasons: 1 - The nature of' the thesis problem did not 
demand the determination of the various physical properties of' buried 
basement highs. It required onlY the determination o.f the presence 
of such features. 2 - To establish the regional gradient necessar.y 
.for qualitative interpretation it would have been necessar.y to carr.y 
the survey a considerable distance beyond the limits of the study 
areas. 3 - The inaccuracies involved in the magnetic station values 
due to the condition of' the magnetometer would produce excessive errors 
in any quantitative interpretation. 4 - Only area L (Re:>t-noJ.ds County) 
within which the basement high is already e:rposed, and area E (WaYhe 
County) presented an anomaly .for which ~ qualitative interpretation 
could be carried on. For such an interpretation the susceptibilities 
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o:f the rocks o:f the basement high in area E l-Tould be required. These 
rocks are not exposed within or in the immediate neighborhood o:f area E. 
The nearest a~posed rocks could not be assumed to be the same as those 
in area E, since different types of basement rocks are exposed approxi-
:rnately 8 miles to 10 miles :from area E. To the north are 2 granite 
exposures west o:f Bear Creek in sees. 10 and l4, T. 29 N., R. 6 E., 
(Geologic reconnaissance maps, ¥dssouri Geological Survey). To the 
northwest latite and r:~yolite porph:yry are exposed at Logan Iviountain, 
1-Iudick Mountain, Frenchman's Hill --etc.(Rcbertsan, unpublished manus-
cript, Part I, 1952). The Magnetic susceptibility valuel :for the granite 
is 0.7 to 1.8 x lo-3 cgs, and :for the rhyolite is 0.5 to 2.0 x 10-3 cgs. 
No such values are available for the latite. lbreover, the range o:f 
susceptibility values :for each rocr type is large. To interpret the 
anomaly of: area E in terms of these susceptibility values would involve 
too much uncertain~y to make the interpretation useful. 
Four causes can be advanced to account :for anomalies like those 
obtained within the thesis areas. These causes are: 
l Folded sediments. 
2 Concentration o:f magnetic minerals in sediments. 
3 - Changes in the magnetic susceptibilities o:f the basement rocYs. 
l Above values are quoted :from a letter dated April 14, 1958 by 
J .. f.r. J. Allingham, geophysicist, United States Geological Survey, 
to the writer. 1-Ir. Allingham states that the susceptibility values 
given above were measured from the basement rocks exposed in Ironton 
and Frederickto\m quadrangles in Missouri. Above quadrangles are 
approximately 35 miles north of the study area, and the author has 
a s sumed for lack o:f better knowledge the susceptibility values of 
the basement rocks exposed north o:f area E to be the same as those 
o:f Ironton and Fredericktol-m quadrangles. 
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4 - Changes in the relief of the basement. 
Apprec;able susceptibility di:f~erences in folded sediments may 
cause anomalies similar to those in the thesis areas. Since tho 
Cambrian and Ordovician sediments of Missouri are lackingl in magnetic 
minerals, folded sediments can not account £or the magnetic anomalies 
present in the thesis areas. 
Concentration of magnetic minerals in sediments will usually 
give rise to high anomalies in the order of thousands or gammas. Also 
due to the irregular distribution or the ore in general the successive 
station values would not be in t he order o.f uniform increasing or 
decreasing magnitude as is the case along the different traverses of 
the magnetic survey. For these reasons concentration o:f magnetic 
minerals is eYcluded as a possible cause of the anomalies o:f the thesis 
areas. 
Changes in the susceptibilities and in the relie.f of basement 
rocks would produce anomalies of the same order of magnitude as were 
obtained in the surveyed areas. However, the anomalies due to changes 
in suscepti bilities o:f the basement rocks are usuaLLy somewhat higher 
than those due to dif:ferences in relie:f. Magnitude o:f the anomalies 
present in the thesis areas (except area H) indicate that they are 
more likely to be caused by changes in relie:f o.f the basement rocks. 
The magnitude o:f the anomaly of area H is \-Tell over 700 ganunas and 
is part o:f a laree anomalous area on the maenetic map o:f Missouri. 
1 Personal communication with Dr. G. A Mui.l:enburg, .Assistant -state Geologist, 
~fissouri Geological Survey. 
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The anomaly o:f which area H is a part may be caused by changes in 
the type of basement rocks rather than by basement relie.f. A support 
to this idea comes from the exposure of two different types o:f base-
ment rocks in the region around area H. Eight miles north o.f area H 
a rhyolite porphyry ¥-nob is 6X}?Osed (Geologic Reconnaissance Naps, 
11issouri Geological Survey) at sec. 32, T. 31 N., R. 7 E. Seven 
miles west o:f area H two granite exposures are present (Geologic 
Reconnaissance ]..fa.ps, l~Iissou.ri Geological Survey). 
It should be emphasized that the magnetic interpretation o:f the 
thesis areas is inconclusive. All that can be said is that the 
anomalies are more likely to be due to increased relie:f of the base-
ment rocks than to any other cause. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Drainage patter~ ~sis £rom aerial photos was successful in 
revealing drainage anomalies in Reynolds and Wayne Counties in south-
east Missouri. Radial and annular drainage patterns were recognized 
in small areas located in a region characterized by dendritic drainage. 
To determine whether these drainage anomalies signified buried 
basement highs, field mapping, photogeologic mapping, and magnetic 
investigation were undertaken. Field mapping proved unfruitful. 
Fhotogeologic mapping was partially successful. The photogeologic 
map of onl.J one area, shows quaquaversal dips. J.Iagnetic investigation 
was the most successful. 
Aerial photo examination o£ area L (Reynolds County) prior to 
the field work indicated the presence o:f exposed bedrock hil.J.s which 
could be of igneous nature. Field check proved that such was the case. 
The outline o:f anomalous drainage (Plate VIII), in area A (\-layne 
County) and the character of its magnetic profile (Plate XXI) indicate 
the possible presence o:f a basement high that is approximately ha.l.:f 
elliptical. in shape. Its longest dimension is inferred to be in an 
east-west direction and its highest elevation is to be near its western 
boundary. 
The detailed drainage tracing (Plate X) o:f area B (Wayne County) 
exhibits a poorly defined oval. pattern. The inf'erred shape o:f the 
basement high that causes such an anoma.1ous pattern is more or less 
equidemensiona1. The magnetic map (Plate XXIII) o£ the area shows a 
nose which extends south wi.th increasing intensity. The axis o:f the 
nose is located near the eastern limit o£ the area. The inferred shape 
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o£ the basement high based on the magnetic map, does not conform with 
that in£erred £rom the detailed drainage tracing. This discrepancy 
could be due either to the possibility that the anomalous drainage 
pattern of the area is not related to the magnetic nose, or if it 
is, that it has been distorted by the irregular shape of the basement 
high causing the magnetic nose. 
The presence o:r a buried basement high in area E (Wayne County) is 
strongly supported by a well defined drainage anomaly {Plate DC), 
dipping beds (Plate.XVIII) and magnetic anomaly (Plate XXIV), aJ.1 of 
which coincide approxiJ:nately in position. The inf'erred shape o:r the 
basement high is cylindrical. 
The drainage tracing (Plate XI) for area H (~layne County) shows 
anomalous patterns favorable for the presence of basement highs. The 
photogeologic map (Plate XIX), and the magnetic map (Plate XXV) do 
not indicate any anomalies which, on the basis o:r this study, could 
be attributed to relief in the basement rocks. The magnetic map of 
the area is part of a larger anomaly which may be due to changes in 
susceptibility o:r the basement rocks. 
o:r the :five areas selected on the basis of anomalous drainage 
patterns :for :field investigation, one is positively known to contain 
basement highs. In two areas the possibility of the presence o£ such 
:features is excellent. In the fourth area the presence o:r a basement 
high l'Thich conforms to the drainage pattern on the sur£ace is less 
likely. In the fi:fth area the presence of a basement high is improb-
able. Theref'ore, it can be concluded that drainage pattern analysis 
:from aerial photos can be used with moderate success in 1ocating 
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buried basement highs in Reynolds and Wayne Counties in l.fi.ssouri. 
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SU1-~Y 
~.- The object of this study was to determine i£ it is possible to 
detect buried basement highs by surface drai~~ge pattern analysis 
from aerial photos. 
2 - The general draiP~ge map of 'lla~me CoUI'T,Y and south hal£ 
of Reynolds County was traced from aerial photo mosaics. On this 
map were indicated the possible anomalous patterns that could be 
caused by buried basement highs. 
3 - Detailed drainage tracings from individual aerial photos were made 
for those anomalous patterns which merited further study. The 
selection o£ the areas to be checked in the £ield was based on the 
study of these detailed tracings. 
4 - Field work proved to be \lll£ruitfu1 because of the presence of 
residuum in the areas selected for field investigation. 
5 - The photogeologic character of the Roubidoux and Gasconade formations 
in the Eminence-Cardareva ~drangles ~rere studied. The results 
of the study were applied to the selected thesis areas. Yapping 
o:f these areas in this manner was a partial. success in indicatine 
the pos~ibi1ity o£ buried basement highs. 
6 - lfagnetic investigation of the selected areas were undertaken. This 
method proved to be the most successful. 
7 - Of the :five areas of anomalous drainage selected for field investi-
gation, one is positively known to contain basement highs. Two 
o:f:fer excellent chances for containing such features. In one area 
the presence of a basement high is less llkeJ.t •. In 'the last area :it 
is improbable ... 
APPENDIX I 
AHOYJALOUS DRAINAGE PA'J.'TERl\}S OF 
\-lAYNE MID REYNOLDS COUNTIES 
PlATES XII & XIV 
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Anomalous Drainage Areas in Reynolds County 
Area A.-- This area shows the ~e manner o~ development as area L, 
described below, but does not possess as strong an anomalous expression. 
Ex:am:i.nation o~ this area on the topographic map does not ~avor ~urther 
study. The stage o£ dissection is not advanced enough to be classed as 
ma.turel. This .factor casts some doubt as to whether the anomalous 
drainage pattern o£ the area means anything. 
Areas B, E, H, I.-- These areas were considered anoma.l.ous because 
of the sharp sudden curves the streams made in an otherwise straight 
course. These curves look ver.y similar to those around some of the por-
phyry hills in the mosaic tracing of the igneous area o~ Eln:inence-
Cardareva quadrangles. These areas liere not selected .for .further study 
because the topographic maps suggest entrenched meanders as the cause o~ 
the sharp curves in the stream courses • 
Areas C and D.- These areas were indicated because o£ the curved 
parallelism that exists between neighboring streams. The curved streams 
are pointed out on the tracing by arrows. Al.though this para.llelism 
catches the attention o£ the observer, it is non-symmetrical. The 
parallel streams in both areas are concave in one direction, and the "other 
ha.J..f'" is missing. If' the "other hal.f'" were present, then both areas would 
have exhibited well developed annular patterns. Furthermore, no radial 
pattern can be distinguished within either area. Both areas show negative 
1 See page 19 • 
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results £or the purposes o£ this report. 
Area F.-- This area presents a well developed radial and slightly 
developed annular patterns that deserve further consideration. It is 
possibl.e that the drainage pattern shown in this area may be due just 
to an erosional remnant of sedimentar.y rock ~dth no structural signifi-
cance whatsoever. Detailed tracing was made of this area. 
Area G.- The streams indicated by numbers within area G represent 
an interesting £eature developed on a large scale. Number 1 represents 
wgan Creek, number 2, Dickens Creelr, and number 3, Ellington Hollow. 
The three streams show a striking curved parall.elism to each other too 
conspicuous to pass unnoticed. Over the entire drainage tracing, streams 
as large as l and 2 have southeasterly courses in general. Those of 
area G make a large curve which changes directions from due south to, due 
east. Arter the three streams meet, the resultant stream (Logan Creek) 
assumes the "normal" southeasterly trend like the rest of the streams in 
the area. The curves swept by the streams 1 and 2 give the notion that 
they are trying to avoid "something" or are running para11e1 to "i t 11• In 
this manner they have great resemblance to that segement of Current R.i..ver 
indicated by nwnber 8 in the mosaic tracing,of' the drainage pattern of 
Emi.nence-Cardareva quadrangles (Plate IV). 
Area G was not considered for any f'urther investigations because 
of its very large size. 
Area J .- The only reason this area was taken into consideration 
is because of the unusual way the stream that is indicated by the arrow 
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joins the master stream. The drainage tracing shows that tributaries 
in general make either acute angles pointing dol~stream or almost right 
angles when they join larger streams. But the particular stream in this 
area makes an acute angle with master stream uhich points upstream in-
stead o:f downstream. It is possible that a buried basement high 1-rould 
cause such a feature. But the writer jointing seems a more plausible ex-
planation. Besides,the area does not show any annular or radial drainage 
patterns that can be considered as anoma.l.ous. 
Areas K and N.-- These two areas have annular and especially 
radial patterns developed within them. These patterns fall far short 
o:f those in area L, belol'l. However, they still afford some possibilities. 
It is possible that these two areas get their anomalous look .:from the 
right an ed curve made by the river indicated by the arrow. This right 
angled curve can be either the resQlt o.:f jointing, or it can be a de-
flection from the original course as a consequence of encountering a 
resistant igneous mass concealed by the sediments (like some o:f the 
streams in Eminence-Cardareva ~drangles). Detailed tracings were made 
o:f both of these areas. 
Area L.-- This area shows excellent development o.:r both annular 
and radial drainage patterns. Al1 the strewms involved, :fron the smallest 
to the largest, seem to contribute to make this area a very well developed 
anoma.J.ous locality. It looks very much similar to the hypothetical 
anomous drainage pattern illustrated in :figure 1, page 19· Area L lias 
selected :for further study. 
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Anomal.ous Drainage Areas o~ Wayne County (Plate XIV) 
A glance at the mosaic drainage tracing o£ Wayne County will bring 
to attention the low drainage density in the northern and northwestern 
portion o~ the county as compared to the rest o£ it. A closer local 
examination o£ the low drainage density will show great similarity to the 
drainage pattern shown in Plate IV. To be noted especially are the areas 
labeled 1 and 2 (Plate XIV). These areas are inferred to be exposed 
igneous hills. This prediction is verified by examination o£ the same 
areas on the topographic maps (Piedmont and Des Arc quadrangles) and 
unpublished -geologic reconnaissance maps (lvlissouri Geological Survey). 
These areas could not be considered for investigation because the 
theme o£ this report concerns buried knobs and not any that are exposed 
to such a large degree. 
Another point to note about the drainage tracing of Wayne County 
concerns the extreme southeast part o£ it. In the area labeled ''Low-
lands" the photo mosaic does not show enough drainage to make the area 
worth tracing. J.-Jost o£ the streams which leave the upl.and disappear~ as 
soon as they cross the dividing line between the up1and and the lowland. 
Only the larger streams can be traced in the lowlands area. Al.so, there 
seems to be a notable absence of streams originating in this area. 
Considering a1l of these factors just mentioned no drainage whatsoever was 
traced in the "Lowlands" area. 
As for the areas considered as anomalous, they are indicated by 
letters as in Reynolds County, and they are discussed below. 
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Area A and E.- These areas have a well developed radial pattern. 
They have good annular patterns which involve onl.y tlro streams, in each o:f 
the areas. However, examination o:r the topographic maps (Piedmont quad-
rangle :for area A, Greenville quadrangle :for area E) show that other 
streams not detected on the tracing contribute in making these areas more 
anomal.ous. A detailed tracing was made of' areas A and E. 
Area B.- The anomalous drainage pattern of' this area does not 
look as £OOd as that o:f area A or E. But the writer thinks it is better 
than those of' areas D and G. The radial pattern is not too lrell developed, 
but the annular pattern shows a somewhat better development. As a who1e 
the drainage pattern of' the area exhibits a vaguely def'ined oval outline. 
This area was included in the detailed studies. 
Areas C and F.-- The drainage pattern of' these areas and especi~ 
that o:f" c, shows somewhat annular development. The radial pattern is 
poorly developed in both areas. The annul.ar pattern involves only one 
or two medium size streams in these areas. As shown by dashed lines 
on the drainage tracing both areas occur in slightly dissected uplands 
which do not exhibit stages o:r maturity. Examination o:f" these areas on 
the corresponding topographic maps (Piedmont quadrangle :f"or area C; Green-
v:ille- quadraJ"l..gle :for area F) makes this f'act clear. 
Because o:f" rather poorly developed anomal.ous drainage patterns, 
and because o:r lack o:f" mature dissection in these areas, they were not 
considered :for :further investigation. 
Areas D and G.-- Area D exhibits a poor radial drainage pattern, 
and a rather well defined annular one. The annular pattern involves 
only the two large streams bounding the area. The assemblage o:f 
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streams observed as a whole in area D does not seem to contribute to its 
anomalous appearance. 
Area G exhibits the same drainage characteristics as area D except 
for a better radial pattern. The northern hal£ of area G is located in 
slightly dissected upland, and this fact makes the area unf'avorable • .for 
further study • Area )}---w8:s selected £Gr .further study • 
Area H.-- This area has a somewhat well developed radial pattern. 
Its annular pattern is not as well defined as its radial pattern. IT 
a11 the streams in the area are considered as a whole this area shows 
an anomalous pattern that is worth considering, hence it received ;further 
study. 
Area I.-- Area I :f'alls in the same catagory as area c. EXcept £or 
an annular pattern that is partly well developed, it does not process any 
characteristics that make it desirable for ;further investigation. 
Area J .-- Area J was indicated simply because o:f the anomal.ous 
ha1f' circu1ar course o£ the large stream within it. The area does not 
show any further anomalous drainage pattern to make it eligible for further 
consideration. This conclusion is strengthened by examination of the 
topographic map. 
Area K.-- A vague anomalous pattern is present in the drainage 
of this area. Both radial and annular patterns can be distinguished but 
they are not very outstanding. Although the anoma1ous character of the 
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drainage o~ this area is better than that o~ area J, it cannot match those 
o£ areas E and A. 
A £eature to be noticed on the mosaic tracing o£ Wayne County is 
the de.flection o.f Blacl·- River (tlhere labeled by ntL"'lher 2) f'rom its SSE 
course. Be~ore it de.f1ects, Black River runs in the SSE direction. Then 
it eoes around a large curve, and in this resembles the curves pointed 
out in area G o.f Reynolds County. It continues its SSE course a.fter 
going around the curve. It is interesting to note the location o£ areas 
C and B in relation to the de~lection position o.f the Black River. 
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APPENDIX II 
ANOl-fALOUS DRAINAGE AREAS STUDIED IN DErAIL 
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From among the anomalous areas discussed in Appendix I the author 
selected areas F, K, L, and N in Reynolds County, and areas A, B, D, 
E, and H in Uayne County for purposes o:f turther investigation. For 
each of these areas a detailed tracing :from individual aerial photos 
was made with the aid o:r the stereoscopes. Area L in Reynolds County 
and areas A, B, E, and H in Wayne County, for which magnetometer 
surveys were made, are described on pages 66 to 8lof the text. The 
remaining areas are discussed below. 
Area F (Reynolds County) 
Aerial photos: BMB 4-23 to 25, 4-79 to 81 
Topographic map: Lesterville quadrangle, SEk sec. 34, s-1i sec. 35, 
T. 31 N., R. 1 E. 
W~ sec. 2, sec. 3, ~ sec. 10, T. 10 N., R. 1 E. 
The second tracing of' area F revealed ~te a :few first magnitude 
streams "tlhich could not be detected in the f'irst mosiac tracing. Although 
the medium size streams still exhibited the radial pattern as in the 
:first mosaic tracill.b, the lower magnitude streams which were brought 
to attention in the detailed tracing did not help to strengthen the 
anomalous pattern of the medium size streams. The lower magnitude 
streams do not display any radial or annular patterns to make the 
area favorable :for further consideration. 
Areas N and K (Reynolds County) 
Aerial. photos: Area N': 
Area K: 
Topographic map: Area N: 
El~rr 10-25 to 28, 1-4 to 7 
BMB 1-28 to 31, 2-38 to 44 
Ellington quadrangle, sec. 23, ~ sec. 24, 
sec. 25, ~ sec. 26, ~ sec. 36, T. 29 N., 
R. 2 E. 
~ sec. 30, T. 29 N., R. 3 E. 
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Area K: Ellinyton and Piedmont quadrang].es, Wi sec. 4, 
~ NVl4 sec. 5, T. 28 N., R. 3 E. 
~ sec. 29, ~ sec. 30, ~ sec. 31, sec. 32, 
T. 29 N., R. 3 E. 
The detailed tracings o£ areas .f'T and K reveal many lower magnitude 
streams which were undetected previously. The drainage of area K shows 
a somewhat anomalous pattern. The medium size streams possess a recog-
nizable radial character, and the lower magnitude ones reveal both radial 
and annular patterns that are not as well de£ined as those o£ the medium 
streams. 
Area N does not seem as ~omalous as area K. The radial pattern is 
not well developed in any o£ the streams. The annular pattern is even 
less promising. 
Area D (Wayne County) 
Aerial photos: 
Topographic map: 
BMI 4-64 to 67, 4-24 to 29, 3-71 to 74 
Piedmont quadr~le, ~ sec. 5, sees. 6, 7, B, 
1~ sec. 9, N! SW4 sec. 17, ~ NWi sec. 18, T. 28 
N., R. 5 E. 
sec. 1, ~ sec. 12, T. 28 N., R. 4 E. 
Drainage pattern of area D on the detailed tracing possesses 
strikin~ly similar features to those in the drainage patterns around 
some of the porphyry knobs in Eminence-Cardareva quadrangles. 
If all except the two large streams which bound the area and a 
few first and second magnitude streams are removed £rom the drainage 
tracing of area D it will look very much like the drainage pat-
tern around the porphyry knobs in Plate IV. The sharp deflection 
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o£ Lake Creek is ver,y notable and can be compared with the deflection 
o£ streams 6 and 7 in Plate IV. The al£ circular course o£ Lake 
Creek is also very anomalous and forms a nice annular pattern with 
l'let Creek. 
If' the assemblage o£ streams in this area are examined, local 
anomalous patterl!s can be recognized. The most conspicuous o:f these 
is that labeled number 1 on Plate XXVI. A local radial pattern can 
be distinguished. Also to be noted is the de:flection o:f Lake Creek 
further south as it approaches this area. Other less conspicuous 
anomalous patterns can be detected in areas 2 and 3. It is l-rorth not-
ing the right angled deflection o:f Lake Creek to avoid area 3. 
All these pecularities mentioned above about area D were not 
noticed when it l-Tas :first examined. At that tine a cl.ose relationship 
between a11 the streams o£ the area was being sought. The area was 
dismissed for its failure to reveal any anomalous pattern involving 
all streams. Later exami~~tion brought the £acts mentioned above to 
the attention o£ the author. 
APPENDIX III 
AERIAL PHOTO REFERENCES TO PHOTOGEOLOGIC CHARACTERISTICS 
OF GASCONADE AND ROUBIDOUX FOmJATIONS 
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~p1e 8 - Gasconade and Roubidoux ca~not be separated £rom each other 
a - BMD 1-lS (3.7, 1.4) No evidence o£ Gasconade 
b - BMD-10- 7 (-1.3, -2.4) NO evidence o£ Gasconade 
c - BMD 10-77 & 78 many ridges indicate Gasconade on the 
geologic map, but on the photos they have 
the expression and tone o£ Roubidoux 
d - B~ID 10-50 (0.8, 2.2) No evidence of Roubidoux 
e - B:t-ID 10-12 (o.o, -1.7) l'lo evidence of Roubidoux 
£ - Bl-ID 1-28 (1.2, 1.8 ) No evidence o£ Roubidoux 
Example 9 - Ree£ areas that show Roubidoux characteristics 
a - BMD 10-63 (-1.6, -2.4) 
b - BMD 10-63 (-0.5, 1.8) 
c - BMD 10-64 (-2.0, 2.5) 
d - B~ID 10-99 (-3.0, -1.1) 
~ple 10 - The Gasconade cr.yptozoan ree£ 
BMD 1-21 to 28 
EXample 11 - Isolated small patches of Gasconade on Gunter ridge top 
a - BMD 10-57 (0.5, 2.5) 
b - BMD 10-66 (1.6, 2.3) 
Example 12 - Gunter sandstone well expo sed 
a - BMD 10-63 (-2.9, -2.5) 
b - B~ID 10-64 (-2.7, 2.7) 
c- Bl~ 10-65 (1.6, 2.5), 
d - B~ID 10-57 (1.4, 1.5) 
e - BMD 10-14 Gunter forms distinctive ledges at the hills 
south of the river 
~ple 13 - Gunter indicated by vegetation 
a - BMD 10-32 (-3.1, -1~5) 
b - BMD 9-40 (0.9, -2.2) 
Example 14 - Gunter cannot be detected 
a - BMD 6-82 (-1.8, 1.6) 
b - BMD 6-81 (+2.6, -2.4) 
E<.ample 15 - Igneous hills well exposed 
a - BMD 10-24 (1.4, 1.7) 
b - BJ.ID 10-26 (-3.3, -3.1) 
c - BJ.ID 10-27 (1.7, -2.7) 
d - BMD 9-Zl & 28 
.Ex:a.mple 16 - Igneous hills not well exposed 
a- B~ill 7-62 (1.7, 1.7) 
b - BJ.ID 7-62 (1.0, 2.6) 
c - BMD 7-72 (-0.5, -2.9) 
d- B}ID 10-27 (2.7, -1.4) 
The above photos ~rere taken ~ the Commodity Stabilization Service, 
u. s. Deparl,ment of Agricu1ture, Washington 25, D. c. 
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The first number in the £ollowing ~ples, e.g. ~ID 10-63, re£ers 
to the aerial photos. The two numbers within the parenthesis e.g. 
(-0.5, 0.2) re£er to the cartesian coordinates o£ the £eature discussed. 
The coordinates are given in inches and are measured £rom the principal 
point o£ the aerial photo, with the positive abscissa in the geographic 
east direction. 
Example 1 - Roubidoux in upland areas 
a - Photos BltiD 1-19, 20, 21 
b - Photos BMD 1-28 to 31 
EXample 2 - Ridges made up of Roubidoux or capped by Roubidoux 
a - B~ID 10-63 (-0.5, 0.2) topographic erpression, tone contrast 
b - B~ID 10- 2 {-1.2, -1.9) topographic expression, little tone 
Ecamp1e 3 
contrast Gasconade 
c - ~ID 10--7 (-l.O, 2.3) topo£raphic expression, grades into 
d - BMD J.-21 to 22 Roubidoux. .camping ridges o£ Gasconade 
- Isolated patches o£ Roubidoux on ridges made up Gasconade 
a - Bl-ID 10-68 (0.4, -1.S) topographic expression 
b - BMD 10-52 (-2.9, -1.6) topographic expression, tone contrast 
c - BMD 10- 7 (1.2, -3 .o) topographic expression, tone contrast 
d - BMD 10-11 (-2.4, -2.6) topographic expression, tone contrast 
e - B~ID 10-12 {-1.9, -2.1) topographic expression, tone contrast 
.EK:.amp1e 4 - Ridges made up o£ Gasconade or capped by Gasconade 
a - mm 10-63 (0.4, 3.1) 
b - BMD 10-64 (-0.3, 2.0) 
c - ~ID 10- 7 (-0.3, 1.9) 
~ple 5 - Good topographic break between Roubidoux and Gasconade 
Bl-ID 1-21 to 28 
Ecamp1e 
EXample 
6 - Contact between Roubidoux and 
a - BliD 10-50 (-2.5, +1.9) 
b - EMD 10- 2 (-1.2, -1.9) 
c - ~ID 10- 5 (+1.0, -2.3) 
d - BMD 10-28 (-1.5, +1.9) 
Gasconade indistinct 
7 - Good tone contrast between Roubidoux and Gasconade 
a - ~ID 10-63 (-0.5, 0.2) 
b - m~ID 10-50 (-2.5, 1.9) 
c - ill·ID 10- 8 (1.9, -1.8) 
d - BHD 1-21 to 25 
l.Ol. 
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